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The genes of tryptophan
biosynthesis
are arranged and regulated differently
in many microorganisms.
Comparison
of the transcription
regulatory regions
of the trp operons of several species of enterobacteria
reveals that those sequences and structures
believed to be essential for repression
and attenuation
control are conserved.
Examples
of divergent
and convergent
evolutionary
change are presented.
Rearrangements
involving the homologous
trpG and
pabA genes and their presumed ancestral bi-specific gene are described.
Alignment of homologous
sequences
of trp polypeptides
encoded by fused and
nonfused genes from various species reveals short connecting
amino acid sequences at fusion junctions.
These connecting
sequences may be relics of gene
fusion events and/or they may facilitate the proper folding of neighboring polypeptide domains.

Introduction

All organisms capable of synthesizing the amino acid tryptophan use seven
identical enzymatic functions in the same biochemical pathway. In a comparison
of the trp genes of these organisms, the most striking features are the many gene
arrangements that exist, the different gene fusions that have occurred, and the
variety of regulatory mechanisms that are employed in the control of gene expression. Why are there so many solutions to this single metabolic need?
The genes of tryptophan metabolism have been the subject of numerous
studies carried out with a wide range of microbial species (Crawford 1975). As a
consequence, appreciable structural information and regulatory information may
be scrutinized. Much of this knowledge has been provided by the studies of Irving
Crawford, Howard Zalkin, Brian Nichols, Terry Platt, their co-workers, and members of my group, although others have been excited by the wealth of existing
natural trp gene variation and have contributed to our understanding of this diversity. For the most part, evolutionary investigations with trp genes have been
based
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comparative or directed toward elucidating structure-function relationships. Only
now do we have the tools to manipulate the genome in an effort to explain the
selective forces behind specific evolutionary events.
In this article I describe the evolutionary implications of several observations.
I begin by comparing the structural features of the regulatory regions controlling
expression of the trp genes of several enterobacterial
species. The trp genes of
these organisms are organized identically-in
a single operon. In most of these
species, expression of the trp operon is controlled by two transcription regulatory
mechanisms, repression and attenuation (Rose et al. 1973; Blumenberg and Yanofsky 1982a, 1982b; Kelley and Yanofsky 1982; Kolter and Yanofsky 1983).
Comparisons of the operator region sequences that are targets for repressor recognition identify conserved, essential contact sites as well as structural differences
that explain observed functional variation. Comparisons of trp leader regulatory
regions-responsible
for attenuation control-reveal
conservation of the functionally important structures crucial to attenuation. These structures are used to
sense the extent of charging of tRNATrp and to regulate transcription termination
at the attenuator. Comparison of the primary structures of trp proteins also has
provided information of evolutionary interest. Several instances of trp gene fusions
have been analyzed at the molecular level (Miozzari and Yanofsky 1979; Nichols
et al. 1980; Zalkin and Yanofsky 1981; Schechtman and Yanofsky 1983). The
structural differences observed between homologous fused and separate genes
invite speculation on both the genetic events that led to these fusions and the
explanations for their occurrence. Finally, I describe studies performed to assess
the functional significance of the amino acid sequence variation seen in homologous trpA proteins.
Comparison of the trp Operon Operators of Various Enterobacteria
and the aroH and trpR Operators of E. coli
The nucelotide sequences of the operator regions of the trp operons of several
enterobacterial species are shown in figure 1 along with the corresponding regions
of the aroH and trpR operators of E. coli (Brown 1968; Miozzari and Yanofsky
1978; Gunsalus and Yanofsky 1980; Singleton et al. 1980; Blumenberg and Yanofsky 1982a). Mutational studies with the trp operator of E. coli have shown
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FIG. I.-Homology
of rrp, aroH, and trpR operators.
With the exception
of the sequence of the
E. coli trp operator,
one strand of which is shown, only sequence differences
are indicated.
E.c. =
Escherichia
coli; S. t. = Salmonella
typhimurium;
La.
= Klebsiella aerogenes;
S.m. = Serratia
marcescens;
S.d. = Shigella dysenteriae;
C.f. = Citrobacter freundii; E.a. = Erwinia amylovora.
The extra G of the C.f. sequence
is between the T and A at positions
- 12 and - 11 of E. coli. The
region of dyad symmetry
is underlined.
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that nucleotides in the central 14 base pair symmetrical segment of the operator
are most essential for operator function; i.e.? operator constitutive mutations that
alter trp repressor binding occur only within this segment (Bennett and Yanofsky
1978). In addition there is a single base pair change in this segment in the Shigella
dysenteriae
promoter (fig. 1) that renders this operator partially constitutive;
associated with this partial loss of operator function is a lo-fold reduction in
promoter efficiency (Miozzari and Yanofsky 1978). This single mutational change
in the promoter/operator
region therefore assures modest expression of the operon
in media containing excess tryptophan but limits high-level expression when tryptophan is lacking. There also are at least two missense mutations in trpE of our
Shigella strain that drastically reduce the catalytic activity of the trpE protein
(Manson and Yanofsky 1976). Apparently both regulatory and structural alterations have reduced this strain’s capacity to synthesize tryptophan and regulate
its formation. This strain has an absolute requirement for cysteine and is partially
defective in the synthesis of several amino acids in addition to tryptophan (Miozzari and Yanofsky 1978). We conclude from these observations that our strain of
Shigella is in the process of losing the capacity to synthesize several amino acids.
We presume that this loss reflects an adjustment to the natural nutritional environment of this strain of Shigella.
The central core sequence of the trp operator is entirely conserved in Salmonella typhimurium
and Klebsiella aerogenes,
and there is a one base pair
difference in the operator of Serratia marcescens.
This difference does not appear
to influence repressor binding activity. The Citrobacter freundii (Blumenberg and
Yanofsky 1982a) and Erwinia amylovora (C. Yanofsky, unpublished) trp operators
appear to have diverged considerably from those of the other enterics. The Citrobacter promoter does not bind E. coli trp repressor, whereas the Erwinia promoter does have binding activity. Further work is required to establish whether
these highly divergent sequences are cloning artifacts.
The E. coli aroH and trpR operator sequences differ in the central symmetrical
segment when compared with trp operon operators (fig. 1). Some or all of the
differences probably account for the reduced affinity of these two operators for
the trp repressor. In vivo, the aroH operator is regulated over about a lo-20-fold
range (Brown 1968; Kelley and Yanofsky, unpublished), the trpR operator is
regulated over only about a fivefold range (Kelley and Yanofsky 1982), whereas
the trp operon is regulated over a 70-fold range (Jackson and Yanofsky 1973). In
addition, in vivo, the amount of trp repressor appears to be in excess with respect
to trp operon regulation, whereas it is limiting for trpR regulation (Kelley and
Yanofsky 1982). Apparently, the affinities of the three operators for the trp repressor and the intracellular level of functional repressor are carefully balanced
to allow differential regulation of the three operons. The structures of the operators
that respond to the trp repressor therefore reflect the physiological roles these
operators play in their respective organisms.
The operators of the trp, aroH, and trpR operons are located in different
segments of their promoters (fig. 2) (Gunsalus and Yanofsky 1980; Singleton et
al. 1980; Zurawski et al. 1981). However, the trp repressor presumably regulates
transcription initiation in each operon by the same mechanism-excluding
RNA
polymerase from an essential recognition site in the promoter. It seems likely that
the three operator sequences evolved independently from unrelated sequences.
Thus these operator region sequences illustrate how convergent evolution has
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provided specific recognition sites, each of which is used to regulate transcription
initiation by responding to the same repressor.
Comparison of the Leader Regions of the trp
Operons of Enterobacteria
The trp leader regions that have been sequenced have essentially the same
overall structure; each specifies a transcript containing a peptide coding region
followed by a segment that can form a structure, termed the “terminator,” that
is recognized by RNA polymerase as a transcription termination signal (fig. 3)
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FIG. 2.-The
promoter/operator
regions of the aroH, trpEDCBA, and trpR operons of Escherichia
coli. The operators
are located in different segments of the respective
promoters,
suggesting that they
arose by convergent
evolutionary
events. The transcription
start sites are indicated
by + 1 and a
horizontal
arrow. Vertical dashed lines denote operator
sequence identities.
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(Yanofsky 1981; Kolter and Yanofsky 1982; Farnham and Platt 1982; Ryan and
Chamberlin 1983). The organization of the leader regions of other operons regulated by attenuation is very similar (Kolter and Yanofsky 1982).
Our current model of the details of attenuation control in the trp operon
(Yanofsky et al., accepted) is as follows: As transcription proceeds over the initial
portion of the leader region, the transcribing RNA polymerase molecule pauses
when it completes the synthesis of the first RNA secondary structure, structure
1:2 (Farnham and Platt 1981; Winkler and Yanofsky 1981). (This structure in fact
appears to be the pause signal; Fisher and Yanofsky [ 19831.) Immediately before
or during the polymerase pause, a ribosome binds at the leader ribosome binding
site and begins synthesis of the leader peptide. Polymerase then resumes transcription either spontaneously or in response to the approach of the translating
ribosome. When RNA polymerase resumes transcription, the translating ribosome
continues translation until it reaches the peptide stop codon, or, if there is a
deficiency of charged tRNATrp, until it reaches one of the tandem Trp codons,
where it stalls. When the latter occurs, structure 1:2 is disrupted, RNA segment
1 is masked by the stalled ribosome, and the antiterminator forms. Formation of
the antiterminator precludes formation of the terminator, thereby preventing transcription termination at the attenuator. However, if there is adequate tryptophan,
the translating ribosome moves to the stop codon and promptly dissociates from
the transcript (Yanofsky et al., accepted; Kolter and Yanofsky, in preparation).
When this occurs, either structure 1:2 or structure 2:3 forms the choice being
discussed further on. If 1:2 forms, then 3:4 forms immediately thereafter, and
transcription terminates at the attenuator. If 2:3 forms, then the terminator does
not form, and transcription continues into the structural genes of the operon. In
either case-whether
tryptophan is limiting or not-the
leader ribosome binding
site pairs with a distal portion of the leader segment of the transcript (as detailed
in fig. 8), and subsequent rounds of translation initiation are prevented (Das et
al. 1983). Thus, we believe that the basis of attenuation is RNA polymerase’s
ability to recognize structure 3:4 as a termination signal; whenever this structure
forms, termination is the consequence. Other features of the leader transcript and
its translation must merely serve to regulate formation of this termination structure.
The trp operon leader region therefore is packed with essential structural
information. The transcript of this region must be capable of forming structures
1:2, 2:3, and 3:4. The peptide coding region and the tandem Trp codons must be
located appropriately to allow selection between alternative potential RNA secondary structures. The distal portion of the leader segment of the transcript must
have the requisite sequence to pair with and shut down the leader ribosome binding
site. In view of this richness of functionally essential sequences, it is of interest
to compare the leader regions of various enterobacterial
species to determine
whether structure conservation reflects perceived events in the mechanism of
attenuation.
The amino acid sequences of the trp leader peptides of various enterobacteria
are compared in figure 4. The S. dysenteriae sequence is not presented; it is
identical with the E. coli sequence. It is apparent that the crucial tandem Trp
residues and their immediate neighbors are the most highly conserved residues
in the peptide. We believe that the explanation for this conservation is that the
RNA transcript segment encoding these residues forms part of a structure that
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of Escherichia
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participates in the regulation of transcription termination (see discussion of fig.
7).
In figure 5, I have compared the 3:4 secondary structures of six bacterial
species. Bold lines demark five contiguous GC base pairs of a six base pair segment
that is conserved. The five base sequence is also common to the I:2 and 2:3
structures that participate in attenuation. When we compare the six predicted 3:4
structures, it is apparent that they are very similar and are approximately equally
stable. However, notice that the loop base sequences vary widely. Thus, the
sequence of a central, stable, base-paired segment and the overall spacing are
conserved in the various structures. By contrast, when we compare the 2:3 secondary structures, we see appreciable sequence and structure variation (fig. 6).
However, each of the transcripts can form a stable 2:3 secondary structure, and
each structure can prevent formation of structure 3:4 by preempting the CGGGC
segment that must be free for 3:4 formation to occur. Therefore, the overall
stability of the structure is conserved, as well as a paired GC-rich segment that
interferes with formation of structure 3:4. It is also apparent that the predicted
stabilities of these structures vary greatly. The significance of this probably relates
to the basal read-through level, as I shall discuss.
Considering next the 1:2 secondary structures (fig. 7), we see here as well
appreciable sequence variation. What is conserved in these structures is the spacing between the tandem tryptophan codons and the CGGGC segment that forms
part of structure 2:3 (marked by bold lines). This spacing is 14 or 15 nucleotides
in each of the transcripts. Thus a ribosome stalled over the first or second Trp
codon, if it masked approximately 10 nucleotides downstream from this codon,
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would free the CGGGC portion of segment 2, thereby allowing it to participate
in the formation of the 2:3 secondary structure. Another feature of the 1:2 structures is that the relative locations of the Trp and translation stop codons vary
somewhat; the leader peptide stop codon of Serratia marcescens follows the
CGGGC sequence, whereas in the other bacterial transcripts the stop codon
precedes this sequence. Other than the spacing between the Trp codons and the
CGGGC sequence, conservation of the CGGGC sequence, and the moderate
stabilities of the 1:2 structures, the structures do not have features in common.
In each of the 1:2 structures, the nucleotide sequence immediately 3’ to the Trp
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codons can theoretically pair with a complementary region in RNA segment 2.
This required pairing may explain the conservation of the amino acid residues
just beyond the Trp residues. The sequence of amino acids preceding the tandem
Trp residues is not as highly conserved (fig. 4); this segment of the transcript
does not form any important secondary structure. Thus, the leader transcript of
each species can potentially form three alternative secondary structures, each
containing the same CGGGC sequence.
When we compare the predicted stabilities of the various RNA secondary
structures (table l), it is evident that the relative stabilities of the 1:2 and 2:3
structures vary greatly from species to species, whereas the 3:4 structures are
approximately equally stable. We believe that the relative stabilities of the 1:2 and
2:3 structures play a role in setting the different steady-state basal levels of readthrough transcription that are appropriate to each bacterial species. Thus, as
mentioned, when the translating ribosome dissociates at the leader peptide stop
codon, we believe that either structure 1:2 or 2:3 can form (Yanofsky et al.,
accepted; Kolter and Yanofsky, in preparation). The ratio of these two structuresdetermined by their relative stabilities and by the position of the transcribing
polymerase-presumably
establishes how much read through will occur.
One additional feature of the leader region is conserved, the capacity of the
leader ribosome binding site sequence to base pair with a slightly distal, complementary segment of the transcript (Yanofsky 1981; Blumenberg and Yanofsky
1982~; Das et al. 1983). As shown in figure 8, in E. coli, Klebsiella aerogenes,
Salmonella
typhimurium,
and Citrobacterfreundii,
both the sequence of the ShineDalgarno region and a 6-7 base distal sequence immediately preceding structure
3:4 are highly conserved. In an organism in which there is significant sequence
variation in these segments, Serratia marcescens,
the corresponding regions have
complementary changes that preserve perfect base pairing. We have shown in in
vitro studies that base pairing of these segments in S. typhimurium
can shut down
synthesis of the leader peptide (Das et al. 1983). We assume that the purpose of
this pairing is to stop synthesis of the leader peptide once the initial, translating
ribosome has signaled the transcribing polymerase to terminate or continue transcription. The leader peptide itself has no known function.
Two additional aspects of attenuation raise questions of evolutionary interest.
First, why do enteric bacteria use both repression and attenuation to control trp
operon transcriptionwhy would either not suffice? This question deserves seTable 1
Predicted Stabilities of frp Leader RNA
Secondary Structures
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rious attention now that we know that some biosynthetic operons are regulated
by attenuation alone (Kolter and Yanofsky 1982). We have argued that perhaps,
in the organism ancestral to the enterobacteria,
trp operon transcription
was
regulated exclusively by attenuation, and aroH expression was regulated by
repression. The existence of the tryptophan activated repressor could provide the
selective basis for the gradual evolution of a repressor binding site within the trp
operon promoter. According to this explanation, repression was added to the trp
operon regulatory repertoire because the trp repressor was already present and
performing an essential regulatory role in controlling aroH transcription.
A second explanation is based on whether repression and attenuation are
physiologically redundant control mechanisms. We have shown that repression
regulates trp operon transcription in the physiological range from excess tryptophan to mild tryptophan starvation, whereas attenuation regulates transcription
in the range from mild tryptophan starvation to severe tryptophan starvation
(C. Yanofsky, R. Kelley, and V. Horn, in preparation). Thus the two regulatory
mechanisms function independently to expand the range of expression of the
operon. This realization provides a plausible explanation for the existence of only
two Trp codons in the trp leader transcript whereas there are many regulatory
codons (seven, in the his operon) in the leader transcripts of other biosynthetic
operons. The trp transcript apparently was designed to permit a response to severe
tryptophan starvation only.
A further interesting question is, What is the genetic source of the DNA
segments that evolved into the leader regions of operons regulated by attenuation?
Ames et al. (1983) have noted that there is striking homology and structure conservation between the his leader transcript and tRNAHis and have suggested that
leader regions evolved from tRNA structural genes. This suggestion seems very
plausible since tRNA structural genes contain regions of dyad symmetry that
could be altered and added to, to allow specific regulation by attenuation. It
remains to be seen whether other leader regions of operons regulated by attenuation have structural similarities to any tRNAs.
trp Gene Arrangements

in Various Microorganisms

The genes of tryptophan biosynthesis of a wide range of microorganisms have
been studied and their organization in the genomes of their respective organisms
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has been established (Crawford 1975). In figure 9, I have presented the trp gene
arrangements that have been deduced for the set of microorganisms I wish to
discuss. The structural gene segments corresponding to the seven trp enzymatic
functions, designated A through G, can be seen to be organized differently in
these microorganisms. There is, in addition, an eighth gene of concern, pubA,
that is homologous to trpG (Reiners et al. 1978; Kaplan and Nichols 1983). Genes
trpG and pabA code for glutamine amidotransferase
subunits that transfer an
amido group from glutamine to chorismate in the synthesis of o- and p-amino
benzoate, respectively. In some organisms, e.g., Bacillus subtilis (Kane et al.
1972) and Acinetobacter calcoaceticus (Sawula and Crawford 1972), a single bispecific amidotransferase
replaces the trpG and pabA proteins. This protein interacts with two different polypeptides to form distinct enzyme complexes that
catalyze synthesis of one or the other of the two amino benzoates. In B. subtilis,
this gene is not in the trp operon (Kane 1977), whereas, in A. calcoaceticus, it is
adjacent to trpD (Sawula and Crawford 1972). When a monofunctional trpG is
associated with other trp genes, it may exist as a separate gene, as in S. marcescens
(Zalkin and Hwang 1971; Miozzari and Yanofsky 1979), or is fused to trpD, as in
S. typhimurium and 2%.coli (Hwang and Zalkin 1971; Grieshaber and Bauerle 1972;
Yanofsky et al. 1981), or is fused to trpC, as in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Zalkin,
personal communication) and Neurospora crassa (Schechtman and Yanofsky 1983)
(fig. 9).
The various trp gene arrangements that exist in these microorganisms lead
one to wonder why there have been so many genetic solutions to the problem of
synthesizing tryptophan. One constraint in the possible evolution of a eukaryote
gene from prokaryote genes certainly derives from the fact that the mature eukaryotic messenger generally contains a single coding region. Thus, whenever
two functional polypeptide domains are required for a particular enzymatic activity
and these domains are present in separate polypeptides in prokaryotes, it would
not be surprising to find the corresponding structural genes fused in eukaryotes
(Bonner et al. 1965). The separate trpB and trpA genes of E. coli and the fused
trpA-B gene in yeast fulfill this expectation (Zalkin and Yanofsky 1981). However,
the trpE and trpG functions also are normally present in an enzyme complex, yet
in bacteria, yeast, and Neurospora these functions do not reside on the same
polypeptide chain. Rather, in the latter organisms the trpG domain is fused to the
trpC domain, and the trpE function is provided by a separate polypeptide chain
(Zalkin, personal communication; Schechtman and Yanofsky 1983). The question
also has been raised, Why are related genes organized in a single operon in some
bacterial species, whereas in others they are separate or in several clusters? A
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reasonable explanation offered for this variation is that one of the biosynthetic
intermediates in the pathway is used for some other purpose. This would necessitate genetic separation in order to achieve independent regulation or expression.
The evolution of degradative pathways as well could provide the basis for the
establishment of separate gene clusters. Alternatively, the selective pressures of
the need for coordinate regulation may have led to the gene associations common
in prokaryotes.
Consider the special case of gene fusion: There are two obvious potential
advantages of fused genes over separate genes. If two polypeptides contain separate domains, both of which function in one enzyme complex, then it might be
advantageous to join the domains in a single polypeptide to assure equal production
and efficient localization. Moreover, if sequential reactions were performed by
such a bifunctional protein, then the efficiency of the reaction sequence might be
increased if the product of the first reaction, synthesized at one domain, were
directly channeled to the second domain. Other regulatory considerations undoubtedly could also contribute to the selective pressures that lead to new gene
arrangements. Our challenge is to explain the particular genomic configurations
we observe today.
The nucleotide sequences of many of the trp genes of the organisms included
in figure 9 have been determined. In addition, the sequences of the related pabA
gene and the structural gene for the bi-specific trpG-pabA gene of A. calcoaceticus
are now known (Kaplan and Nichols 1983 ; Nichols, personal communication).
The deduced trpG, pubA, and trpG-pabA polypeptide amino acid sequences are
highly conserved, with the pabA and trpG-pabA polypeptides most alike (Nichols,
personal communication).
We could imagine, as outlined in figure 10, that in a
primitive prokaryotic ancestor, a single bi-specific G-P polypeptide existed and
functioned in both the p-amino benzoate and o-amino benzoate pathways. This
bi-specific gene then duplicated, with one copy invading the tryptophan operon,
thus facilitating the evolution of a trpG dedicated solely to the tryptophan pathway,
and the other pabA becoming specific for PABA synthesis. Subsequently, the trpG
domain was fused to the trpD domain to give the E. coli arrangement. Along an
independent line of descent, an already duplicated bi-specific G-P gene could have
invaded an ancestral trp operon, locating itself immediately before trpC. Subsequently, this trpG could have become a dedicated gene, ultimately becoming fused
to trpC, producing the arrangement we find in yeast and Neurospora. Why would
some organisms have a bi-specific G-P protein, whereas in others specifically
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dedicated trpG and pabA proteins have evolved? Conceivably, organisms that
spend much of their lifetime in a tryptophan-rich medium could not tolerate dependence on trp gene or trp operon expression for formation of a needed pabAlike activity; a separate pabA would overcome this difficulty. However, in organisms that rarely experience a tryptophan-rich environment, a bi-specific G-P polypeptide would suffice, and insertion of this gene into a trp operon would not result
in a PABA deficiency. In fact, it might even be more efficient to coordinate regulation of G-P polypeptide production with trp-specific polypeptide formation.
In S. yzarcescens, trpG and trpD are adjacent genes, whereas in E. coli they
are fused. The trpG-trpD junction of S. marcescens and the G*D fusion region of
E. coli and several other enteric bacteria have been sequenced (Miozzari and
Yanofsky 1979; Nichols et al. 1980). Inspection of the fusion region suggests how
fusion may have occurred. We see that the spacer region of S. marcescens has
become an amino acid connecting sequence in E. coli (fig. 11). The trpG stop
codon has changed to a codon for leucine, and a deletion has placed the trpG and
trpD sequences in the same reading frame. The Shine-Dalgarno region for trpD of
S. marcescens has been replaced by nucleotides that probably are not recognized
as a ribosome binding site. This presumably became necessary because retention
of the Shine-Dalgarno region in such a fusion would permit secondary translation
initiations at the internal ribosome binding site (Das and Yanofsky, in preparation).
If we compare the E. coli G*D and C-F amino acid sequences with those of
the GC*F polypeptide of Neurospora (fig. 12), we see homology throughout these
genes. However, there are extra short polypeptide segments in each polypeptide
that are not present in the other. Conceivably, these extra segments represent
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evolutionary relics of gene fusion events. They also may be essential spacer
regions needed to separate domains. In addition, trpD of E. coli is not represented
by a homologous segment in TRPl of Neurospora. If we compare the GC.F
sequence of Neurospora with G-C and F of yeast (Zalkin, personal communication; Tschumper and Carbon 1980) (fig. 12), there also are connecting amino
acid sequences between G and C and between C and F of Neurospora that are
not present in yeast. There also is an additional sequence of amino acids in the
F segment in Neurospora which, interestingly, is missing from both the E. coli
trpF segment and yeast TRPl. Alignment of the bifunctional TRPS polypeptide
of yeast with the monofunctional trpB and trpA polypeptides of E. coli also reveals
a connecting amino acid sequence between the A and B domains of the yeast
polypeptide (fig. 13).
In these comparisons of trp genes, we see several instances of segments
containing extra amino acids at presumed fusion junctions. These connecting
sequences may be the translated equivalent of the untranslated spacer introns of
the genes of higher eukaryotes. Thus, these segments may correspond to coding
regions that were adjacent to a functionally selected segment prior to a gene
rearrangement. Such segments may be retained as introns in higher eukaryotes
where length may be irrelevant and where they subsequently would be excised
at the messenger level, or they may be reduced in size by deletion in prokaryotes
and lower eukaryotes, leaving a connecting amino acid sequence that either facilitates folding of adjacent polypeptide domains or remains functionally neutral.
The trpB-trpA

Gene Fusion

In many of the bacterial species that have been studied to date, trpB and trpA
are adjacent in the same transcriptional unit with trpB preceding trpA (fig. 13).
Where nucleotide sequence information has been obtained, trpB and trpA are
separated by the overlapping stop/start signals, UGAUG. Studies with E. coli
suggest that this special punctuation sequence ensures equimolar production of
the polypeptides specified by these adjacent genes (Oppenheim and Yanofsky
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1980). A single base pair insertion or a double base pair deletion near the end of
trpB or within the trpB-trpA punctuation region is all that is needed to evolve a
fused trpB-trpA gene from the adjacent genes of prokaryotes. Yet when we compare the nucleotide sequence of such a fused gene, TRPS of yeast, with trpB and
trpA of E. coli, we find that the trpA segment is located before rather than after
the trpB segment, and a connecting region now separates the A and B domains
(Zalkin and Yanofsky 1981) (fig. 13). Why did not the trpA-trpB fusion occur by
one of the simple events mentioned? It is conceivable that such a simple fusion
did not occur because the fused gene would produce a nonfunctional protein.
Thus, if either the C-terminal segment of the trpB polypeptide or the N-terminal
segment of the trpA polypeptide must exist free so that it can contribute to a
catalytically essential protein conformation, then restricting this freedom would
result in enzyme inactivity. To explore this possibility, we have fused trpB in phase
with trpA by deleting -90 base pairs within the distal segment of trpB (Das and
Yanofsky, in preparation). The deletion changes the amino acid sequence at the
end of the trpB portion but leaves unaltered the amino acid sequence of the trpA
portion. In this fusion, the Shine-Dalgarno region (for trpA translation) at the
distal end of trpB is unaffected, and a normal trpA polypeptide is synthesized.
The expected B-A fusion polypeptide also is produced. This polypeptide was
separated from free A protein by column chromatography and was found to be
deficient in both trpA enzymatic activity and the ability to complex with the trpB
polypeptide (Das and Yanofsky, in preparation). Therefore, we have tentatively
concluded that tethering the amino terminal end of the trpA polypeptide reduces
its biological activity. We have one reservation regarding this experiment, namely,
that the foreign amino acid sequence present at the end of the trpB portion of the
fusion protein may be responsible for the observed effect. We plan to fuse trpB
and trpA intact, in phase, and produce a fusion protein that has only trpB and
trpA amino acid sequences.
Assessing the Functional Significance of Amino Acid Replacements
in Homologous trpA Polypeptides
The trpAs and their encoded polypeptides of E. coli, S. typhimurium, and
K. aerogenes have been sequenced and compared (Li and Yanofsky 1973~l, 19736;
Nichols and Yanofsky 1979; Nichols et al. 1981). Approximately one-fourth of
the base pairs differ in any pairwise comparison of these trpAs; however, the
majority of the differences generate synonymous codons (table 2). (For comparison with other genes and proteins, see chaps. 1, 2, 7, 9, 11, and 12 in Nei and
Koehn [1983].) Thus the trpA polypeptides of E. coli and S. typhimurium have
only 40 amino acid differences (table 2). We have examined the functional significance of these amino acid replacements by producing interspecies hybrid proTable 2
Species Differences:

frpAs and Their Polypeptides
Base Pairs
(of 804807)

Escherichia coli vs. Salmonella
E. coli vs. Klebsiella aerogenes.
S. typhimurium vs. K. aerogenes

typhimurium ......
.................
................

199
189
201

Synonymous
Codons
125
124
111

Amino Acid
Residues
(of 268-269)
40
34
44
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teins containing contiguous segments derived from the parental trpA proteins
(Schneider et al. 1981). The interspecies hybrid trpAs were produced by generating
recombinants between the two trpAs contained on compatible, multicopy plasmids
(fig. 14). Recombinants were selected that had a functional trpB protein; most of
these also had a crossover in trpA. Many thousands of recombinants were screened
for any that produced a partially or completely inactive trpA protein, but none
was detected. A topological representation of the distribution of amino acid replacements in the parental proteins is shown in figure 15 along with a schematic
diagram of the sites of exchange for several interspecies hybrid proteins that were
examined further (Schneider et al. 1981). These hybrid proteins were catalytically
indistinguishable from their parental proteins. The only difference noted was the
somewhat greater thermal lability of a few of the hybrid proteins in crude extracts
(Schneider et al. 1981). Recently, guanidine denaturation analyses were performed
with one of the hybrid proteins (strain 14-26; fig. 15) and the parental proteins
(Yutani et al., accepted). It was observed that the hybrid protein was readily
distinguishable from its parental proteins. However, the behavior of the hybrid
protein was explained by the realization that its response to denaturation reflected
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the parental source of the two domains of the trpA polypeptide (Higgins et al.
1979); these domains are known to fold independently (fig. 15) and to respond
differently to guanidine denaturation (Yutani et al., accepted). All the findings
with the interspecies hybrids therefore suggest that none of the residues that differ
in the two trpA proteins depends for its contribution to function on the presence
of any of the other amino acid replacements in the protein. Apparently, many of
the amino acid replacements in the trpA proteins are functionally inconsequential.
Conclusions

Among microorganisms that synthesize tryptophan, we observe variation in
regulatory and structural gene regions that obviously are compatible with expression of these genes and their specified polypeptides in their respective organisms.
Clearly, each evolutionary solution has been successful, and presumably each
solution reflects the natural history of the organism and its ancestors. However,
we cannot yet confidently conclude that the particular gene arrangements or
regulatory mechanisms that we observe in nature today have survived because
they are extraordinarily effective as opposed to being merely acceptable. With
the application of current technology in the manipulation of these genes and their
regulatory regions, it may be possible to devise experiments that explain the
molecular events involved in their evolution and the reasons for their occurrence.
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Six naturally occurring alleles representing
four electromorphs
of the enzyme
glucose-6-phosphate
dehydrogenase
were transferred
by Pl-mediated
transduction from natural isolates of Escherichia coli into the genetic background
of E. coli K12 and were studied in pairwise competition
in chemostats
limited
for glucose in order to estimate differences
in growth rate associated
with the
alleles. Although the level of resolution
of such experiments
is a growth rate
differential
of approximately
0.002 h-l, no significant differences
among the
strains were found. Studies of apparent K, and V,,, in crude enzyme extracts
of the strains also failed to reveal any significant differences
among the electromorphs.
These results support the view that the alleles are selectively neutral
or nearly neutral under these conditions.

Introduction

This paper reports the third in a series of loci in which naturally occurring
allozyme alleles are transferred by transduction into the genetic background of
E. coli K12 and examined for their effects on growth rate in chemostats. The
objective of the study has been to determine by direct experiment the selective
effects, if any, of such alleles and to define the nutritional or environmental conditions in which selection might be detected. Previous reports have focused on
alleles of the gnd locus, which codes for 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase (Dykhuizen and Hart1 1980; Hart1 and Dykhuizen 1981), and on alleles of the pgi locus,
which codes for phosphoglucose
isomerase (Dykhuizen and Hart1 1983~1). The
present report concerns alleles of the zwf locus, which is located at 41 min on
the standard genetic map (Bachmann 1983) and codes for glucose-6-phosphate
dehydrogenase (D-glucose-6-phosphate:
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate [NADP] oxidoreductase,
EC 1.1.1.49). The rationale of the study is that
conclusions about the selective effects of allozymes may have little generality
unless based on studies of a number of loci. The zwflocus was chosen for consideration because glucose-6-phosphate
dehydrogenase (G6PD) catalyzes the first
1. Key words: glucose-6-phosphate
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allozymes.
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reaction in one branch of the two principal pathways of glucose-6-phosphate
catabolism, the other branch being catalyzed by phosphoglucose isomerase, an
enzyme studied previously (Dykhuizen and Hart1 1983a).
Glucose-6-phosphate
dehydrogenase plays a key role in the oxidative branch
of the pentose phosphate pathway. In E. coli, this pathway is the route through
which an estimated lOY’&-30%of total utilized glucose is metabolized (Cohen 195 1;
Wang et al. 1958; Model and Rittenberg 1967); it accounts for approximately 50%
of the total ribose produced by the cells (Johnson et al. 1973); and it is generally
agreed to be an important source of reducing power (Katz and Rognstad 1967).
Although the enzymes of the pathway, including G6PD, are produced constitutively in E. coli (Fraenkel and Levisohn 1967; Fraenkel 1968; Fraenkel and Banetjee 1971), little is known about the overall regulation of the pathway other
than that it is indeed regulated, most likely at the level of G6PD itself (Orthner
and Pizer 1974).
Given the metabolic importance of GGPD, it would not be surprising if selective constraints on the functional properties of the molecule were so stringent
as to allow little functionally significant genetic polymorphism to remain segregating in natural populations. However, structural polymorphism does occur.
Among 109 isolates of E. coli from diverse natural sources, five electromorphs
of G6PD were recovered (Milkman 1973; Selander and Levin 1980). Here we
provide evidence that the structural variants are selectively neutral (functionally
equivalent) insofar as can be determined by competition experiments in glucoselimited chemostats.
Material and Methods
Strains
Strains used in the study are listed in table 1. Those used in the constructions
or as controls are in the upper part of the table, the natural isolate sources of the
zwfalleles are in the middle, and the strains used in the experiments are at the
bottom. A zwf’ allele from a natural isolate is designated as zwf’ followed in
parentheses by its strain of origin; zwf”(RM730 thus indicates the zwf” allele
originally present in strain RM73C. Most strains in table 1 come in pairs consisting
of the original TY (bacteriophage TS-sensitive) strain and one (or in two cases,
two) spontaneous T5R (fhuA) mutant derivatives. j?zuA, formerly called tonA, is
located at 4 min on the standard E. coli map and is concerned with ferric hydroxamate uptake, mutants also being resistant to bacteriophage T5 (Bachmann
1983). j%uA is usually a selectively neutral marker convenient for chemostat studies, but in the chemostat-adapted
strain DD1296 and its derivatives, the marker
is nonneutral. This potential problem can be overcome by means of the proper
controls. The strains bearing naturally occurring zwf” alleles in the genetic background of DD1296 were derived by means of the method outlined for DD1298
(and its DD1330 derivative) in table 2. Three sequential transductions of zwf” into
DD725 were followed by one into DD1296, and at the two final steps the electromorph type was verified by electrophoresis.
Since there is no direct selection for
Zwf+ , recipient strains DD725 and DD1296 carried an e&z-edd-zwf deletion (eddI), permitting transfer of zwf” by cotransduction with eda, selection for Eda+
being on minimal glucuronate. The edd locus, at 41 min on the standard map
(Bachmann 1983), codes for phosphogluconate
dehydratase (EC 4.2.1.12) and is
important in gluconate metabolism but not in glucose metabolism. The closely

Table 1
Escherichia

coli Strains

Strain (and Spontaneous
TSR Derivatives)”

Relevant

Genotype

(or Origin)

Dykhuizen
and Hart1 1983”
From 250-h glucose-limited
DD725 chemostat
Fraenkel (1968) via Coli Genetics Stock Center
Dykhuizen
and Hart1 1983”
Pl from DDl144 x DD1296, Eda+ selection‘
Dykhuizen
and Hart1 1983”
PI from DDl146 x DD1296, Eda+ selection‘
Dykhuizen
and Hart1 1983”
PI from DF1071 x DD1196, Eda+ selection‘
RM73C and DD725 by method in table 2

(Elephant)
(Orangutan,
female)
(Human, female)
(Human, male)
(Gorilla, female)
(Red wolf, female)
(Rabbit)

1
2
3
4ah
4bh
5ah
5bh

R.
R.
R.
R.
R.
R.
R.

z@(RM73C),
zwf+(RM77C),
zwf+(RM66A),
zwf+(RM72B),

2
3
4ah
4bh

RM73C and DD1296 by method in table 2
RM77C and DD1296 by method in table 2
RM66A and DD1296 by method in table 2
RM72B and DD1296 by method in table 2
RM20 and DD1296 by method in table 2
RM 182A and DD1296 by method in table 2

edd-l,b rpsL
edd-I ,b rpsL
Hfr’ gnd-I, relA1, pit-lo, spoTI, jhuA22,
zwfA2, rpsL (fhuA)
zwfA2, rpsL muA)
zwf’(K12),
rpsL (FuA)
zwf+(K12), rpsL (flzuA)
edd-l,b rpsL (fhuA)
zwf’(K12),
rpsL CfhuA)
zwf’(RM73C),
rpsL (f%uA)

RM183E .......................
RM73C ........................
RM77C ........................
RM66A ........................
RM72B ........................
RM20 .........................
RMl82A .......................

a All

..............
..............

(DD1330)
(DD1331)
(DD1332,
(DD1333,
(DD1334)
(DD1335)
DD

b edd-I

DD1357).
DDl358).

..............
..............

strains are
and n refer

T2R

rpsL (fhuA)
rpsL muA)
rpsL (FuA)
rpsL (FlrA)
zniff(RMZO),
rpsL (fhuA)
zwf+(RM182A),
rpsL CfhuA)

.....
.....

Source

ab
Ab
4d
0’
0’
4d
4d
Ab
4d
2

DD725 ........................
DD1296..
.....................
DFl071........................
DD1144 (DD1157) ..............
DD1310 (DD1336) ..............
DDl146 (DD1159) ..............
DD1312 (DD1337) ..............
DDl196 (DD1290) ..............
DD1287 (DD1288) ..............
DDl137 (DDI 150) ..............

DD1298
DD1301
DD1302
DD1304
DD1306
DD1308

Zwf

5ah

5bh

Milkman
Milkman
Milkman
Milkman
Milkman
Milkman
Milkman

via
via
via
via
via
via
via

B.
B.
B.
B.
B.
B.
B.

L_evin
Levin
Levin
Levin
Levin
Levin
Levin

[IS]
[3g]
[15g]
[86g]
[86g]
[4g]
[4g]

F-.

Aeda-edd-znf.

to a deletion

c Hfr C of Cavalli.
d K12
e

allozyme

is electrophoretically

zwfA2 gene product

‘ Eda+

selection

g Number
distribution

is on minimal

of strains

G6PD

electromorph

is not significantly

to independent

from

type

4 electromorphs.

activity.

glucuronate.

in the corresponding

of electromorphs

h a and b refer

indistinguishable

has no detectable

isolates

different

of electromorphs

class
from

found

among

that expected

109 natural

with

selective

in the same electrophoretic

isolates
neutrality.

class.

(Milkman

1973; Selander

and Levin

1980).
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Table 2
Method of Strain Construction
Strain
RM73C ......
DD938 .......
DD1121 ......
DD1137 ......
DD1298 ......
DD1330......

Relevant
zwf’(RM73C)
zwf’(RM73C),
zwf’(RM73C),
zwf’(RM73C),
zwf’(RM73C),
zwf’(RM73C),

Genotype

rpsL
rpsL
rpsL
rpsL
rpsL jhA

Source
Natural isolate
Pl from RM73C x DD725, Eda+ selection
PI from DD938 x DD725, Eda+ selection
PI from DD1121 x DD725, Eda+ selection
Pl from DD1137 x DD1296, Eda+ selection
Spontaneous
T5R in DD1298

linked locus eda codes for 2-keto-3-deoxygluconate
6-phosphate aldolase (EC
4.1.2.14) (Bachmann 1983). The symbolism 4a and 4b in table 1 designates two
independent naturally occurring zwf’ alleles of electromorph type 4, and similarly
for 5a and 5b. In brackets at the right of the RM strains in table 1 are the number
of strains, among 109 natural isolates, found to carry the corresponding
electromorph.
Strain DD1296 warrants some comment because it was selected as a clone
from a chemostat population of DD725 that had been maintained for 250 h in
limiting glucose. This strain was chosen as the genetic background for the wildtype alleles in hope that such a chemostat-adapted
strain would not be as susceptible to periodic selection as unadapted strains and would therefore allow
longer experiments to be carried out. Periodic selection (Atwood et al. 195 1) refers
to the hitchhiking of genetic markers with favorable mutations that occur in chemostat culture. Although strain DD1296 is demonstrably different from strain
DD725 in its ability to grow in chemostats (data not shown), the characteristics
of periodic selection in the two strains are indistinguishable.
Chemostats
Chemostat medium consists of Davis salts (40 mM K,HPO,, 15 mM KH,PO,,
7.6 mM [NH&SO,, 1.7 mM sodium citrate, and 0.8 mM MgSO,) with either limiting
glucose (0.1 g/liter) or limiting gluconate (0.1 g/liter). Inoculation and sampling
procedures were as described previously (Dykhuizen and Hart1 1983a) except that
the total number of colonies counted for each sampled point was approximately
4,000. The dilution rate was adjusted to an average generation time of 1.69 h, and
the standard deviation among experiments was + 0.09 h. The difference in specific
growth rate between two competing strains, A and B, is estimated as the slope
of the linear regression of In (A[t]lB[t]) against t; A(t) and B(t) are their relative
densities at time t hours after inoculation (Dykhuizen and Hart1 1983b). This slope,
conventionally denoted s, measures the selection coefficient per hour. The approximate selection coefficient per generation can be calculated as (In 2)slD, where
D is the fraction of the chemostat volume replaced per hour (Dykhuizen and Hart1
1983b). The average value of D in the present experiments is D = 0.41, Statistical
significance of a slope was assessed by means of the F-statistic in an analysis of
variance of the regression (Snedecor and Cochran 1967). Statistical significance
of the difference between two slopes was assessed by means of the t-statistic
calculated as in Snedecor and Cochran (1967). Type I error refers to the rejection
of a null hypothesis when it is, in fact, true.
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Enzyme Studies
Overnight cultures were washed and sonicated in buffer (10 mM Tris hydrochloride, 10 mM MgCl,, and 1 mM dithiothreitol, pH 7.8). Reactions were carried
out in 1 mM glucose-6-phosphate and 0.4 mM NADP in incubation buffer (50 mM
Tris hydrochloride,
10 mM MgCl,, and 0.3 mM dithiothreitol, pH 7.6). K,,, and
V,,,,, were estimated from equations described previously (Dykhuizen and Hart1
1983a).
Results

Controls
Figure 1 exhibits the positive and negative control experiments involving
strains that carry either a zwfpoint mutation or the eda-edd-zwfdeletion
in competition with their nonmutant counterparts. In each case thefiuA-bearing
strain
(T5R) is listed first; the open symbols correspond to competition in limiting glucose,
the closed symbols to limiting gluconate. (Neither the edd locus nor the eda locus
plays a role in glucose metabolism.) When cells are competing for glucose, the
selection coefficient against the deletion-bearing strain is 0.028 ? 0.002/h (open
squares), which is almost the same as the 0.022 + 0.002/h selection against a
point mutation-bearing
strain (open circles). Growth of comparable strains in
gluconate yields the expected result that the deletion is strongly disfavored in
gluconate (because of the included edd locus) but that the zwfpoint mutation is
selectively neutral in gluconate.

FIG. I.-Controls
showing competition
in glucose (open symbols) or gluconate
(solid symbols)
between a z+(G6PD+)
strain and one carrying a zwfpoint mutation (G6PD-; circles) or one carrying
an eda-edd-zwf deletion (squares).
In all cases the strain listed first carries the jh4A (bacteriophage
TSR) marker. Specific strains are: 0 = DD1337 vs. DD1310, 0 = DD1157 VS. DD1146, 0 = DD1288
vs. DDI 196, n = DD1288 vs. DDl196. Generation
times were set at 1.69 + 0.09 h-l (standard
error
among experiments).
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Experiments
Experimental results pertaining to six naturally occurring alleles are summarized in table 3. The experiments come in pairs that differ according to which
allozyme-bearing strain is marked with j%uA. Were both the j7zuA and the associated allozyme alleles neutral, none of the slopes beyond the 5% expected from
type I error would be significant. Were thefiuA marker neutral but the associated
allozymes nonneutral, the slopes in the paired experiments would be expected to
be the negatives of one another, and the difference between the slopes would
estimate twice the selective effect of the allozyme difference. However, in the
genetic background in table 3, which originated as a clone from a chemostat
population of DD725 that had been maintained for 250 h in limiting glucose, the
j7zuA marker is not selectively neutral as it is in many other strains. This marker
effect is indicated by the consistently positive slope, significant in many cases,
which corresponds to selection in favor of fluA. Nevertheless, since the experiments are paired, the difference between corresponding slopes still estimates
twice the selective difference due to the associated zwf alleles, because in one
combination the selective effect of an allozyme will help the progress of the
selectively favored marker, but in the other case it will hinder it. Indeed, a paired
comparison is more powerful than one based on individual slopes because it has
more degrees of freedom. The relevant t-tests are shown in the last column of
table 3, where it can be observed that none of the comparisons indicates significant
divergence of allele frequency in any pair of experiments. Consequently, the data
support the view that the naturally occurring zwfallozymes are selectively neutral
Table 3
Selection Observed

among Strains Differing in G6PD Allozymes
PAIRED
ZW~PHENOTYPE

STRAINS

DD1298 vs.
DD1301 vs.
DD1298 vs.
DD1302 vs.
DD1298 vs.
DD1306 vs.
DD1298 vs.
DD1306 vs.
DD1304 vs.
DD1302 vs.
DD1304vs.
DD1302 vs.
DD1308 vs.
DDl306vs.

DD1331
DD1330
DD1332
DD1330
DD1334
DD1330
DD1334
DD1330
DD1332
DD1333
DD1357
DD1358
DD1334
DD1335

......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......

SELECTION

T5S

T5R

2
3
2

3
2
4a
2
5a
2
5a
2
4a
4b
4a
4b
5a
5b

4a

2
5a

2
Sa

4b
4a

4b
4a

5b
5a

COEFFICIENT

COMPARISON
‘-+ SE

F

ta

.0015 -+ .OOlO
.0016 -+ .0009

2.5 (1,8)
3.0 (1,8)

.09 (16)

.OOlO k .OOll
.0013 2 .0006

.9 (138)
4.4 (1,8)

.21 (16)

.0026 k .0014
.0021 2 .0005

3.3 (1,7)
14.5 (1.8)**

.39 (15)

.0052 k .0012
.0033 k .0016

20.0 (l,,)***
4.3 (1,8)

.69 (16)

.0041 of .0006
.0057 + .OOll

46.4 (1,8)****
25.1 (1 ,8)****

.0006 2 .0008
.0031 -+ .OOll
.0025 5 .0006
.0019 + .OOll

.6 (198)
7.5 (1.8)*
20.6 (1,8)****
2.9 (1,8)

1.28 (16)
1.73 (16)
.48 (16)

Non.-Results
of paired competition experiments
involving several naturally occurring zwfalleles in reciprocal
combinations
withfhuA (bacteriophage
TS resistance). AlthoughfhuA
is nonneutral in this chemostat-evolved
genetic
background,
the difference between slopes of the paired experiments
estimates two times the selective effect of the
zwfalleles
in the strains. The relevant r-tests for the difference of slopes are shown in the last column. Numbers in
parentheses are df.
a P = .05 when t(16) = 1.746.
*p-c
.05.
**PC
.Ol.
*** P < .005.
**** P < .OOl.
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at the level of resolution of chernostat competition experiments, which we have
estimated elsewhere (Dykhuizen and Hart1 1983a) to be a selection coefficient of
0.002/h.
To determine whether the selective neutrality of zwfallozymes might occur
in spite of differences in elementary kinetic parameters of the enzymes, assays
of apparent K, and V,,, were carried out in extracts of the isogenic strains used
in the competition experiments. In two experiments carried out at different times,
no heterogeneity in K,,, or V,, among the allozymes was detected (data not shown).
This supports the view that the allozymes are functionally equivalent under the
assay conditions, but differences smaller than about 20% in the kinetic parameters
of the enzymes would escape detection in these types of experiments.
Discussion

The situation regarding the selective effects of zwf allozymes is somewhat
different from that found previously for gnd and pgi allozymes. In the case of
gnd, the 6-phosphogluconate
dehydrogenase enzyme is used in both glucose and
gluconate metabolism. Although no significant selective effects were observed
with glucose limitation, selection could be observed in some cases in limiting
gluconate, depending on the particular allele and, in one case, the genetic background (Dykhuizen and Hart1 1980; Hart1 and Dykhuizen 1981). In the pgi case,
the phosphoglucose isomerase enzyme is used in both glucose and fructose metabolism, and, whereas selective neutrality was found with glucose, one allele
was associated with a selective effect in fructose (Dykhuizen and Hart1 1983a).
With zwf, however, the enzyme is used only in the metabolism of glucose or
substrates that are converted to glucose-6-phosphate,
so the opportunity to examine the strains when cultured in a variety of essentially different substrates
does not arise.
The situation with gnd and pgi has been described in terms of a potential for
selection among the alleles-a potential that is unexpressed when glucose is the
limiting substrate but that is expressed with one or more alternative substrates.
We cannot exclude other types of selection potentials among the zwf alleles.
Although the alleles are selectively neutral under the conditions we have examined, there remains the formal speculative possibility that selective differences
could perhaps be revealed under alternative environmental conditions, which
represents a possibility that can never be ruled out completely. Selection always
involves an interaction between genotype and environment, and the findings with
gnd and pgi provide ample precedent for neutrality in some conditions but selection in others. While such potentials for selection are a formal possibility, we have
previously argued that competition for a single limiting substrate in chemostats
may represent a selection intensity operating on the relevant enzymes that is
greater than the selection intensity typically encountered in heterogeneous, fluctuating natural environments. Particularly for enzymes like G6PD, which utilize
a single substrate and play a singular metabolic role, the failure to find selection
in chemostats supports the hypothesis that the allozymes are neutral or nearly
neutral under natural conditions.
Whittam et al. (1983) and Selander and Whittam (1983) have studied 1,705
natural isolates of Escherichia coli by means of protein electrophoresis of 12 loci.
They identified 302 distinct electrophoretic types but found that the E. coli strains
could be classified into three groups of strains that were more similar to one
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another than to members of other such groups. These groups seem to represent
common ancestry, perhaps remnants of past major selective changes in the E.
coli population. Such clustering raises the possibility that some of the genetic
variation among groups is not altogether selectively neutral but is genetically
coadapted with other genes in the genetic background. Some of the strains used
in the present study were also included in this extensive electrophoretic
study,
and Selander and Ochman (personal communication) have informed us that strain
RM20 belongs to group II of the strains whereas RM73C, RM77C, and RM66A
belong to group I. Since E. coli K12 belongs to group I, the strain DD1306 (and
DD1334) represents a case in which the zwf allele from one group has been
transferred into the genetic background of another. Our failure to find selective
differences associated with these strains suggests that, whatever amount of genetic
coadaptation there may be within the groups, some of the genetic variation within
the groups is selectively neutral and has arisen during the expansion of the original,
presumably selectively favored, clone.
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Directed Evolution of Cellobiose Utilization in
Escherichia coli K12l
Maja Kricker
University

and Barry G. Hall

of Connecticut

The cellobiose catabolic system of Escherichia coli K12 is being used to study
the role of cryptic genes in evolution of new functions.
Escherichia coli does
not use l3-glucoside sugars; however, mutations in several loci can activate the
cryptic bgl operon and permit growth on the P-glucoside
sugars arbutin and
salicin. Such Bgl+ mutants do not use cellobiose,
which is the most common
P-glucoside
in nature. We have isolated a Gel+ (cellobiose-utilizing)
mutant
from a Bgl+ mutant of E. coli K12. The Gel+ mutant grows well on cellobiose,
arbutin, and salicin. Genes for utilization of these l3-glucosides are located at
37.8 min on the E. coli map. The genes of the bgl operon are not involved in
cellobiose
utilization.
Introduction
of a deletion covering bgl does not affect
the ability to utilize cellobiose,
arbutin, or salicin, indicating that the new Cel+
genes provide all three functions.
Spontaneous
cellobiose
negative mutants
also become arbutin and salicin negative.
Analysis of P-glucoside
positive
revertants
of these mutants indicates that there are separate loci for utilization
of each of the P-glucoside
sugars. The genes are closely linked and may be
activated from a single locus. A fourth gene at an unknown location increases
the growth rate on cellobiose.
The ccl genes constitute a second cryptic system
for p-glucoside
utilization in E. coli K 12.

Introduction

Bacterial systems frequently provide the most explicit models for studying
mechanisms that organisms use to evolve new metabolic functions. They can be
manipulated genetically, produce numerous generations in a short time span, and
allow comparisons of evolved mutant strains with unevolved antecedents. There
is substantial evidence from these systems that one mechanism for the evolution
of new functions is the acquisition of mutations altering regulation and catalytic
activity of enzymes in existing pathways. Examples include the amidase system
of Pseudomonas putida (reviewed in Clarke 1978), the utilization of unusual pentoses and pentitols by Klebsiellapneumoniae
(reviewed in Mortlock 1981), aerobic
metabolism of 1,2-propanediol by E. coli via the fucose pathway (Cocks et al.
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1974), and the evolved /3-galactosidase (EBG) system in Escherichia coli (reviewed
in Hall 1983).
However, organisms need not modify existing systems to increase physiologic
versatility. Reactivation of silent sequences by mutation provides a second, though
not the only other, means of acquiring new metabolic capabilities. Cryptic genes
have been detected in a multitude of bacterial species, including a variety of amino
acid synthetic pathways in Neisseria gonorrhoeae
(Juni and Heym 1980), Salmonella sp. (Lederberg 1947), Pasteurella pestis (Englesberg and Ingram 1957),
and genes for citrate catabolism in E. coli (Hall 1982) and for P-glucoside catabolism in E. coli (Prasad and Schaefler 1974). Cryptic sequences are not limited
only to prokaryotes. Investigators have also identified mutations activating cryptic
genes coding for sucrose catabolic functions in Saccharomyces
cerevisiae (Carlson
et al. 1981). These discoveries serve not only to confuse taxonomists (Buchanan
and Gibbons 1974) but also to identify potentially important elements of adaptive
change. We have chosen the well-characterized
P-glucoside system of E. coli to
examine the role of cryptic genes in adaptive evolution.
Wild-type E. coli cannot utilize any p-glucoside sugars as carbon or energy
sources. Mutants of E. coli have been isolated which utilize the aryl P-glucosides
arbutin and salicin, but these do not utilize the most common P-glucoside in nature,
the dissacharide cellobiose (Schaefler 1967). Other members of the family Enterobactericiae do utilize cellobiose (Schaefler and Malamy 1969), suggesting that it
might be possible for E. coli exposed to appropriate selective pressures to evolve
this capacity. Arbutin and salicin positive (Bgl+) E. coli mutants express the hgl
operon which is normally cryptic in wild-type strains (Schaefler 1967). The bgl
operon is located at 83 min on the E. coli map (Bachmann 1983) and cotransduces
with the ilv gene cluster at 84 min (Schaefler and Maas 1967). Spontaneous Bgl+
mutations that occur at a high frequency (lo- 5 to 10 - ‘) are caused by insertions
of the mobile DNA sequences IS1 or IS5 at a regulatory site hglR (Reynolds et
al. 1981). The insertions cause inducible expression of two structural genes, bglB
and bglC. The gene bglC codes for a transport protein that is a P-glucoside specific
enzyme II of the phosphoenolpyruvate-dependent
phosphotransferase system (Fox
and Wilson 1968); bglB specifies phosphoglucosidase B, a hydrolase for phosphorylated B-glucosides. A third gene, bglS, codes for a positive regulator of the operon
(Prasad and Schaefler 1974).
Mutations outside of the bgl operon also allow expression of the bgl enzymes.
bglY mutations map at 28 min and cotransduce with the trp operon (DeFez and
DeFelice 1981). Mutations in gyrA located at 46 min or gyrB located at 82 min
also activate the bgl genes (Dinardo et al. 1982). All of these mutants are inducible
for expression of the bgl operon.
Material and Methods
Culture Media and Growth Conditions
Cultures were grown at 37 C with aeration. Minimal media (Hall and Hart1
1974) contained .2% of the appropriate sugar as a carbon source. When required,
amino acids were added to a concentration of 100 kg/ml, purines were added to
a concentration of 40 p,g/ml, spectinomycin or ampicillin was added to a concentration of 50 kg/ml. Solid media contained 1.5% agar.
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Indicator Media
All mutants were isolated on either tetrazolium or MacConkey solid indicator
medium. Salicin and cellobiose tetrazolium plates were prepared according to
Miller (1972, p. 54). Salicin, arbutin, and cellobiose MacConkey media were
prepared from MacConkey agar base according to instructions provided by Difco.
Colonies unable to ferment the added sugar are white on this medium, whereas
fermenting colonies are pink or red.
Matings and Transductions
Matings and transductions were carried out according to Miller (1972). Transductions were mediated by PI cm clrlO0 (Rosner 1972).
In Vivo Alkaline Phosphatase

Determinations

Alkaline phosphatase phenotypes were detected by plate assay (Willsky et
al. 1973). Colonies grown on glucose minimal solid medium and glucose solid
medium limited for phosphate (5 x 10~’ M) and containing .05 M tris (hydroxymethyl) amino-methane (Tris) buffer pH 8.0, were overlaid with 1 mM p-nitrophenyl phosphate in .5 M tris pH 8.0 and 1% agar. Constitutive colonies turn a
bright yellow color in 10 min on both types of media. Inducible colonies remain
white on glucose minimal medium but turn yellow in a few minutes on limited
phosphate medium. Alkaline phosphatase negative mutants remain white on both
types of media.
Growth Rates
Cultures were grown in cellobiose or salicin minimal medium to a density of
approximately 5 x lox cells/ml, washed once, then distributed to flasks containing
P-glucoside or glucose minimal medium so that the density was approximately I
x lo8 cells/ml. Turbidity was monitored
in a Gilford spectrophotometer
at 600
nm for at least two doublings of each culture. The growth rates are reported as
the first-order growth rate constant, calculated by the slope of the least squares
fit of ln(A,,,) versus time (hours), from a minimum of eight points for each of at
least three independent growth rate determinations, for each strain on each sugar.
Reversion

Frequencies

Strains were grown overnight in glucose minimal medium. Cultures were
washed once, concentrated IO-fold, and plated at appropriate dilutions on arbutin,
salicin, cellobiose, and glucose minimal plates. Reversion frequencies are reported
as the number of revertants per cell plated.
Results
Isolation of Cellobiose

Utilizing Mutants

Cellobiose- (Gel+) utilizing mutants were selected in three steps from the
wild-type parent lOllA (table 1). In the first step, strain 101 IA was streaked on
salicin tetrazolium indicator plates (Lederberg 1948), then incubated at 30 C until
salicin fermenting papillae appeared on the parent colonies. A salicin positive,
arbutin positive (Sal +, Arb+) strain, MKI, was purified from one of these papillae.
In the second step, MKl was streaked onto cellobiose tetrazolium plates, and the
same procedure was used to obtain papillae. The papillae formed pink colonies

Table 1
Escherichia

coli Strains
Relevant Genotype
and Phenotype

Strains
HfrC

loll..............

spc 1ucZ (deletion

ebgA

lOllA

............

MKl

.............

(deletion

Source
Hart1 and Hall 1974

W4680)

11)

HfrC spc 1acZ (deletion W4680)
ehgA (deletion
11) amp

Spontaneous
HfrC

mutant

This study

of 1011
W4680)

spc 1acZ (deletion

This study

ebgA

.............

MK2

...........

CSH75

(deletion 11) amp bglR+
Spontaneous
mutant of lOllA
HfrC spc 1acZ (deletion W4680)
ebgA (deletion
11) amp bglR+ Gel+
Spontaneous
mutant of MKl

This study

F-

Cold Spring

F-

SJ30 .............

rpsL ilv ara leu lacy purE trp
his argG malA xyl mtl metA or B thi
proC gal
rpsL ilv ara leu purE
argG

metA

SJ30Al
AE341.

Laboratory

This study

or B thi malA xyl mtl gal

1acZ (deletion

from

trp his

Harbor

W4680) lacy
x CSH75 conjugation

lOllA

...........

bglR +

This study

...........

Spontaneous
mutant of SJ30
F- lac (deletion
x74) tna::TnlO

A. Wright

bgl Y s14pE +

............

JF201

lac (deletion
ara gyrA

...........

JF20lT

MK9

(deletion

201)

bgl-pho

..........

MKI201

x74) bgl-pho

.............

A. Wright

thi

(deletion 201) tna::TnlO
transductant
of JF201 (donor AE341)
ilv bgl-pho (deletion 201)
EMS induced Ilv mutant of JF201

This study

F-

This study

ilv rpsL

trp his argG

metA

or B

ara leu 1acZ (deletion

MK91

............

MK93

............

MK94

............

MK79

............

MK797

...........

CSH62
CSH62T.

...........
.........

W4680) lacy Gel’
(from MK2 x SJ30 conjugation)
bgl-pho (deletion 201) Gel+
Transductant
of MK9 (donor JF201)
ilv bgl-pho (deletion 201) Gel+
EMS induced Ilv mutant of MK91
bglR+ Cel +
Transductant
of MK93 (donor JF201)
bgl-pho (deletion 20 1)
Transductant
of SJ30 (donor JF201)
bgl-pho (deletion 20 1) Gel+
Transductant
of MK79 (donor MK9)

This study

HfrH

thi

HfrH

thi bgl-pho

(deletion

This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
Miller 1972
This study

201)

tna ...Tn/O
.

Transductant
CSH62TC

........

HfrH

thi bgl-pho

tna::TnlO
F-

.....

aroD

JF20lT)
This study

Gel+

Transductant
GMS343 ..........
(CGSC 5496).

of CSH62 (donor
(deletion 201)
of CSH62T

argE3

mtl-I rpsL700

lacYI

tsx-29?

(donor

MK91)

galK2

man-4

supE44’!

h-

B. Bachmann
E. coli Genetic

Yale University
NOTE.--EMS

= ethyl methane

sulfonate

Stock

Center
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when restreaked to MacConkey cellobiose plates (Miller 1972). In the third step,
one pink colony was restreaked on cellobiose minimal medium. A single large
colony was reisolated and designated MK2; MK2 was red on MacConkey cellobiose medium. Both MKl and MK2 were, like the parent 101lA, HfrC, Lac-,
as well as ampicillin and spectinomycin resistant, and were therefore not contaminants. Strain lOllA did not utilize any P-glucosides. Both MKl and MK2 utilized
arbutin and salicin, but only MK2 utilized cellobiose.
Genetic Analysis
To determine whether cellobiose utilization arose as a consequence of mutations in the bgl operon, the locus conferring the Gel+ phenotype was mapped.
If the ccl mutation was in the bgl operon it should cotransduce with the ilv locus
at 84 min. When MKl was used as a donor to transduce MKI201 (ilv bgl deletion)
to Ilv+, 25% of the Ilv+ transductants were arbutin and salicin positive. The
maximum length of a chromosomal region carried by a Pl phage transducing
particle is equivalent to 2 min on the Escherichia coli genetic map (Bachmann
1983). The distance between ilv and the P-glucoside markers is therefore 1 min
by the mapping function of Wu (1966), confirming that MKl is a bglR+ mutant.
When a Cel+ strain was used as a donor in the same type of experiment, none
of the Ilv+ transductants were Gel+, indicating that the ccl locus lay outside of
the bgl operon.
Conjugation experiments indicated that the ccl marker was located in the
region near aroD and manA (data not shown). To locate the ccl mutation more
precisely, CSH62TC (bgl deletion Gel+) was used as a donor to transduce GMS343
to Aro +, and 500 Aro + colonies were scored for mannose and cellobiose utilization
(table 2). Among the 17 Are+ Man+ cotransductants, only three were Gel+, showing that ccl does not lie between aroD and manA. Similarly, the fact that only
three of the 144 Aro+ Cel+ cotransductants
were Man+ shows that manA does
not lie between ccl and aroD. The gene order is thus ccl, aroD, manA. The
cotransduction frequency of aroD with ccl is .294; thus the distance between ccl
and aroD is .67 min by the mapping function of Wu (1966). The ccl locus is
therefore at 37.8 min on the E. coli map.
The observation that the gene for cellobiose utilization lies on the opposite
side of the map from the bgl operon does not preclude the possibility that the bgl
operon provides a necessary function for cellobiose metabolism. To explore this
possibility we introduced a deletion of the entire bgl operon into a cellobiose
Table 2
Mapping of the ccl Locus by Transduction
Donor
CSH62TC..
....
bgl Gel+ . . . . . . .

Recipient
GMS343
aroD manA

Cotransduction......
Frequency
..........

Selected
Marker
Are+

Aro+Cel+
.294

Recombinant
Class
Gel+ ManGel+ Man+
Cel- Man+
Cel- ManTotal
Aro+Man+
.034

Number of
Recombinants
144
3
14
339
500
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positive strain and asked if the strain could still utilize cellobiose. The donor,
JF201, carries a deletion covering the bgl operon and the neighboring phoS and
phoT genes and therefore exhibits an alkaline phosphatase constitutive phenotype
(Reynolds 1983). When the deletion was introduced into strain MK9 (Gel+) by
cotransduction with ilv, 34 out of 100 transductants were alkaline phosphatase
constitutive and therefore deleted for the bgl operon, yet all alkaline phosphatase
constitutive transductants continued to grow on cellobiose. In contrast, when the
same deletion was introduced into the ilv- bglR+ mutant SJ30A1, 38% of the Ilv+
transductants were alkaline phosphatase constitutive, and none of these utilized
arbutin and salicin, demonstrating that the deletion did in fact eliminate the Bgl+
phenotype. These results showed that the bgl operon did not provide any function
necessary for cellobiose catabolism. To determine if the bgl operon could contribute to faster growth on cellobiose, though the operon was not required for
cellobiose utilization, the growth rate of the Bgl+ Gel+ strain MK94 was compared
with that of the bgl deletion Gel+ strain MK91 on cellobiose (table 3). MK91 grew
more slowly than MK94 on cellobiose. However, MK91 grew more slowly than
MK94 on glucose as well, indicating that the difference in growth rates is not
specific to cellobiose. When normalized to the growth rates on glucose, there was
no significant difference in growth rates between the two strains. The bgl operon
does not, therefore, contribute in any way to growth on cellobiose.
Both MK91 and MK94 were derived from MK9, an exconjugant of a mating
between MK2 and a Cel- recipient (SJ30). MK91 and MK94 thus received a
number of loci from MK2 which were not linked to the ccl locus at 38 min.
However, MK797 was constructed by a transductional cross between a Cel+ donor
and a bgl deletion Cel- recipient (MK79) and therefore received only those markers that were linked to the ccl locus. Both MK91 and MK94 were red on MacConkey
cellobiose medium, but Cel+ transductants, such as MK797, were pink on this
medium, suggesting that the transductants ferment the sugar poorly. To determine
if there was a growth rate difference between “red” and “pink” strains, the
growth rates on cellobiose and glucose of the “red” strains MK91 and MK94
were compared with that of the “pink” strain MK797. The normalized growth
rates of both “red” strains were significantly higher than that of MK797, suggesting that a second mutation enhances the growth rate on cellobiose. The second
mutation was present in strain MK2, was transferred to the recipient during the
construction of MK9 by conjugation, and was therefore present in the direct
descendants of MK9. Because it was not transferred to the recipient during the
Table 3
Growth Rates of Representative
Strain
MK94
MK91
SJ30Al
MK797

.......
.......
......

.... ..

Cellobiose
.240 ? .029
.197 rf: .006
ND
.I26 2 .006

Strains on Cellobiose and Salicin

Sahcin
.626 2 .024
.139 2 .OOl
.508 ” .013
ND

Glucose
.837
.616
.914
,611

2
+
IL
2

.049
.033
.OlO
.014

Cellobiose/
Glucose
.287 ? .035
.321 + .020
...
. 198 k .009

Salicin/
Glucose
.748 2 .047
.227 * .014
.556 + .014
..

No-E.-Mean
growth rates on the substances above each column are reported as the firstorder growth rate constant
295% confidence limits. Normalized
growth rates are the means of
the ratios ofgrowth rates on cellobiose or salicin to growth rates on glucose. ND = not determined.
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The ccl System Specifies Multiple Functions
The ability of strain MK2 to utilize arbutin and salicin did not depend on
expression of the bgl operon. MK91, and other Cel+ strains deleted for the bgl
operon, remained fully capable of growth on arbutin and salicin. The Cel system
thus provides all of the transport and hydrolase functions required for the metabolism of three P-glucoside sugars, arbutin, salicin, and cellobiose.
If MK94 expresses both the bgl operon and the ccl locus allowing salicin
utilization, then MK94 should grow more rapidly on salicin than either the bglR+
Cel- mutant SJ30Al or the bgl deletion Gel+ strain MK91. Table 3 (last column)
shows that when growth rates on salicin were normalized to glucose, MK94 grew
more rapidly on salicin than either MK91 or SJ30Al. The combined growth rates
of MK91 and SJ30Al equaled the growth rate of MK94 on salicin, indicating that
the systems are additive and function independently.
Clearly, the ccl system specifies three identifiable functions: utilization of
arbutin, salicin, and cellobiose. We did not observe any segregation of the cellobiose, arbutin, and salicin phenotypes in a variety of transductions, indicating
that either these functions are tightly linked or a single genetic element specifies
all three functions. To determine whether these functions were specified by a
single genetic element or by three separate genetic elements, spontaneous cellobiose negative mutants were selected. MK91 was streaked onto a cellobiose
MacConkey plate and incubated until white papillae appeared on the colonies.
Fifteen papillae were picked from different regions of the plate to avoid isolation
of siblings. All 15 isolates were cellobiose negative and were also arbutin and
salicin negative. The mutants carried the same five auxotrophic markers as MK91,
indicating they were indeed derivatives of the parent. In some strains the alkaline
phosphatase structural gene was no longer expressed due to unidentified mutations. In those cases presence of the bgl deletion was verified by transducing out
the deletion and showing that the recipient had gained the alkaline phosphatase
constitutive phenotype.
Isolation of single-step mutants which failed to utilize any of the three pglucosides suggested that all three functions were specified by a single genetic
element. To explore this further, spontaneous cellobiose, arbutin, and salicin positive revertants were selected from various p-glucoside negative mutants. One of
these P-glucoside negative mutants, MK912, was streaked on arbutin, salicin, or
cellobiose MacConkey plates, and papillae were re-isolated using the same procedure as for isolation of cellobiose negative mutants (fig. 1). Twenty-five revertants were isolated following selection on cellobiose. Although all of these revertants used cellobiose, none utilized arbutin or salicin. From one such revertant,
MK9123, several arbutin revertants were isolated. One class of arbutin revertants
grew on all three P-glucosides. A second class of revertants grew on arbutin and
cellobiose but not salicin. From one Arb + Gel+ revertant (MK912301), several
salicin-utilizing revertants were isolated, and these revertants (e.g., MK9123011)
used all three @glucosides. From the mutant MK912 which utilized no @glucosides, revertants utilizing all three P-glucosides could be isolated in three sequential steps, indicating that three separate genes are responsible for utilization
of the three @glucoside sugars, arbutin, salicin, and cellobiose.
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MK912
A-S-C-

MK91243
A+S-CI
ISaIicinJ
4

MK91236
A% +c+

MK9123
A-S-C+

MK91226
A+S+C+

+=-

MAKIWi?,3p4

Ml+9;:;,”

2

Salicin

Y

MK9123011
A+ S-‘C+
FIG.
I.-Pedigree
of spontaneous
@glucoside
positive revertants.
Sugars used for selection are
enclosed
in boxes. Phenotypes
are shown below strain names. A = arbutin,
S = salicin, C =
cellobiose.
In each case the strain shown is representative
of a class containing
multiple independent
isolates.

When 10 single-step arbutin revertants were isolated directly from MK912,
two classes were obtained. The first class (MK91243) utilized only arbutin, but
not cellobiose or salicin, consistent with a separate arbutin gene. The second class
(MK91236) utilized all three @glucosides. Twenty single-step salicin revertants
were similarly isolated from MK912, and all of these belonged to a single class
which utilized all three @glucosides. All functions were regained in a single step,
suggesting coordinate control at a single locus of the separate P-glucoside genes.
Nine second-step salicin revertants were isolated from MK9123, and again, the
same class was obtained, the class which utilized all three P-glucosides. All revertants which utilize salicin utilize the other p-glucosides whether they are selected in one step (MK91226), two steps (MK912302), or three steps (MK912301 l),
suggesting that salicin utilization is associated with a locus for activation of the
ccl genes.
Revertants with all three @glucoside functions could be selected in either a
single step (MK91226) or by three sequential steps (MK9123011). If three separate
mutational events were required for reversion of the three functions, the reversion
frequencies would probably be very low. The spontaneous rate of point mutations
in E. coli is typically 1O-8 to 10-9; however, the highest mutation frequency
observed for the single bglR mutation is 1O-5 (Reynolds et al. 198 1). If the ccl
mutations occur at a similar frequency, the expected frequency of three concerted
ccl mutations is lo- 15.The frequency of revertants as determined by direct plating
on minimal medium (see Material and Methods) was approximately 1O-8 whether
these were selected on arbutin, salicin, or cellobiose. The overwhelming majority
of these utilized all three @glucosides, further indicating that the ccl cluster can
be activated by a single mutation. The reversion frequencies do not depend on
ret function. Introduction of a recA- allele into MK912 did not alter reversion
frequencies for any of the P-glucosides, indicating these reversions result from
either a point mutation or genetic rearrangement involving illegitimate recombination mechanisms.
Discussion
The observation that introduction of a deletion of the bgl operon into Cel+
strains does not prevent growth on any of t.he three @glucosides shows that the
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ccl system expresses all three functions independently of the bgl operon. Analysis
of mutants and revertants indicates that functions for utilization of arbutin, salicin,
and cellobiose are specified by separate genetic elements. We designate the arbutin
gene celA, the salicin gene celS, and the cellobiose gene celC. Expression of all
three functions can be lost by a single mutational step and can be regained at a
frequency consistent with activation at a single locus. Nonetheless, components
can be activated individually. Because of this, the genetic state of specific ccl
alleles in any strain cannot be deduced from the phenotype, and gene designations
do not indicate allele assignments. These designations are not meant to imply
enzyme functions, which are unknown, but to indicate individual genetic components identified by revertant analysis. The lack of recombination between these
genes in transductional crosses suggests the genes are tightly linked. The ccl genes
thus comprise a second cryptic gene cluster for B-glucoside utilization which can
be activated in Escherichia coli K12.
Single-step mutants from MKl were pink on MacConkey cellobiose medium.
Two sequential selections were required to obtain a mutant which fermented
cellobiose well and exhibited a red phenotype on MacConkey cellobiose medium.
Gel+ transductants also exhibit the pink phenotype and have a decreased growth
rate on cellobiose compared with “red” strains, indicating that single-step Cel+
mutants from MKl and the Cel+ transductants probably express only one of two
genetic elements involved in cellobiose utilization. One element, within the ccl
gene cluster, appears to be sufficient for growth on cellobiose. The second element,
unlinked to the ccl locus and therefore not present in Cel+ transductants, apparently enhances cellobiose utilization. Since Cel+ transductants exhibit the pink
phenotype, there is still another ccl gene, which we call celM (for Modifier of
cellobiose-utilizing activity), at an unknown location, separated from the ccl cluster by a distance too large for cotransduction.
Two lines of evidence indicate that the ccl mutations do not alter the substrate
specificity of a functioning system but do decryptify a silent gene cluster. First,
three separable functions can be ascribed to the ccl genes, and expression of these
functions does not require separate mutational events. It is improbable that genes
of another pathway could gain all of the new functions simultaneously. Second,
other members of the family Enterobactericiae
display the same phenotypes as
E. coli Cel+ mutants. There is wide variation in the utilization of P-glucosides
among Enterobactericiae
(Schaefler and Malamy 1974). Wild-type Klebsiella sp.
ferment the full range of B-glucosides, arbutin, salicin, and cellobiose. Citrobacter
sp. ferments cellobiose well and aromatic P-glucosides poorly or not at all, while
wild-type Proteus vulgaris metabolizes aromatic B-glucosides but not cellobiose.
Wild-type Salmonella sp. are similar to E. coli in that they do not use any of the
B-glucosides. Salmonella mutants have been isolated which grow on cellobiose
but not on either arbutin or salicin (Schaefler and Scheinken 1968). Arbutinutilizing Salmonella mutants have been obtained in a second step from cellobiose
positive strains (Schaefler and Malamy 1974). From p-glucoside negative mutants
we isolated revertants that grew only on cellobiose and that may be genetically
equivalent to cellobiose positive Citrobacter and Salmonella strains. Similarly,
we isolated second-step revertants which grow on cellobiose and arbutin, paralleling Salmonella arbutin- and cellobiose-utilizing
mutants. Most of our strains
express the same range of functions found in Klebsiella sp. These observations
suggest that the ccl genes of E. coli did not evolve independently, from an existing
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pathway, but are silent homologues
of P-glucoside genes found in other
Enterobactericiae.
Two functions common to the ccl cluster and the bgl operon are the utilization
of arbutin and salicin. The eel gene cluster is located nearly 180” from the bgl
operon on the E. coli map. A number of functionally related gene pairs involved
in central metabolism lie approximately either 90” or 180” apart in E. coli, and it
has been proposed that the ancestral chromosome may have undergone two sequential duplications (Zipkas and Riley 1975; Riley and Anilionis 1978). These
observations raise the question of whether the two P-glucoside systems arose
independently or from an ancient genome duplication.
The maintenance of two cryptic B-glucoside systems in E. coli would appear
to have no selective advantage. Yet either can be activated by a single mutation,
indicating that the structural genes are intact though not expressed in both operons.
Both B-glucoside systems might be activated when aryl P-glucosides are a primary
carbon source. Mutants expressing both the ccl and bgl genes grow faster on
salicin than mutants expressing a single system. Cel+ revertants expressing all pglucoside utilization functions were isolated in a single step on media containing
arbutin or salicin, suggesting that selection for expression of both cryptic systems
could occur simultaneously or sequentially on the same carbon source.
There are a number of reports suggesting that unneeded functions reduce
fitness (Zamenhoff and Eichorn 1967; Dykhuizen 1978). We obtained spontaneous
P-glucoside negative mutants easily by growing Cel+ mutants on rich (MacConkey)
medium, indicating that there was considerable selective advantage for cryptification of the cd genes when other carbon sources are available. The bgl operon
is inducible, and there should be little advantage to cryptification of genes under
transcriptional regulation. However, it has been suggested that since toxic cyanogenie B-glucosides are found in nature, transcriptional control may be inadequate
to protect the cell against poisonous compounds if these compounds are inducers
(Reynolds et al. 1981). Thus, there are at least two plausible natural conditions
that might favor silencing of these systems -the
presence of multiple carbon
sources or the presence of toxic P-glucosides. Hall et al. (1983) have recently
presented a systematic discussion of the role of cryptic genes in microbial evolution. They have suggested that repeated cryptification and decryptification of
genes may be a means of long-term regulation of rarely utilized functions and
may account for the retention of those genes in the population. Mathematical
analyses of this question support their model (Hall et al. 1983; Li 1984). In particular, Li (1984) has shown that a gene that spends an average of 25,000 generations in the cryptic state and only 200 generations in the decryptified state will
not be lost owing to irreversible mutational inactivation, even when the rate of
decryptification is only lo-’ per generation. Numerous examples of cryptic systems in microorganisms capable of reactivation under selective conditions (Lederberg 1947; Englesberg and Ingram 1957; Juni and Heym 1980; Hall 1982) support
such a model. During this study we have isolated E. coli strains that exhibit every
phenotype for B-glucoside utilization found in naturally occurring populations of
Enterobactericiae.
The ccl genes provide a specific system for testing the hypothesis that there is selection for mutations which maintain silent genes for
pathways that are unneeded, or even deleterious, under the most prevalent natural
conditions.
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Major Morphological Effects of a Regulatory Gene:
Pgml -t in Rainbow Trout1
Robb F. Lear-y, Fred W. Allendorf,
University

and Kathy L. Knudsen

of Montana

We have investigated
the morphological
effects of a genetic locus, Pgml-t,
that affects the expression
of a phosphoglucomutase
locus (Pgml) in liver of
rainbow trout (Salmo gairdneri). We have previously shown that embryos with
liver Pgml expression
hatch earlier than those without liver Pgml expression.
We predicted that this difference in developmental
rate should cause a reduction
in meristic counts in the more rapidly developing fish with liver Pgml expression. Eight meristic (countable)
characters
in nine full-sib groups segregating
for the presence
or absence of liver Pgml expression
are in agreement
with
this prediction.
In eight of the nine families, there is a significant difference in
the multivariate
distribution
of the eight meristic counts between full sibs with
and without liver Pgml expression.
This separation
in multivariate
space is
based on a tendency for lower meristic counts in fish with liver PgmZ expression. The magnitude
of these morphological
differences
is similar to that between two subspecies
of cutthroat trout (Salmo clarki) that show substantial
genetic divergence
at structural loci encoding enzymes (Nei’s D = 0.34). These
data support the view that small changes in the developmental
process caused
by genetic differences
at regulatory genes can have large effects on morphology.

Introduction
Increasing emphasis is being placed on the potential importance of changes
in regulatory genes to bring about evolutionary change. It has been proposed that
such changes can result in large organismal effects by altering the rate and timing
of developmental events (Britten and Davidson 1969; King and Wilson 1975;
Wilson 1976). These alterations in early development are believed to result in
significant changes in the life history characteristics and the morphology of individuals (Frazetta 1970; Gould 1980). These authors have suggested that changes
in regulatory genes may be of more evolutionary importance than changes in
structural genes. The evidence supporting the evolutionary importance of regulatory genes in eukaryotic organisms has been mainly indirect, based largely on
differences in the rate of divergence of morphology and structural loci in closely
1. Key words:

phosphoglucomutase,

regulatory
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related organisms (King and Wilson 1975; Wilson 1976). However, direct evidence
for the adaptive importance of regulatory genetic differences in eukaryotes is
accumulating (see the recent review of MacIntyre [1982]).
We have been studying the organismal effects of a regulatory gene that affects
the tissue-specific expression of a phosphoglucomutase
(PGM; E.C. 2.7.5. I) locus
in rainbow trout (Salmo gairdneri). Most rainbow trout have no product (PGMl)
of the structural locus Pgml in the liver. Allendorf et al. (1982) have described
allelic variation at a regulatory locus, Pgml -t, that affects the presence of PGMl
in the liver. Individuals homozygous for the common allele, Pgml-t(ala),
show
little or no PGMl enzyme in liver tissue. Heterozygotes,
Pgml-t(alb),
show a
greater than loo-fold increase in the amount of PGMl enzyme in liver tissue.
Homozygotes for the variant allele, Pgml-t(blb),
have approximately twice as
much PGMl in liver tissue as heterozygotes. The presence of PGMl in the liver
has been shown to be associated with increased developmental rate, increased
developmental stability, and decreased age at sexual maturity in these fish (Allendorfet al. 1983; Leary et al. 1983). These effects would almost certainly influence the ability of individuals to survive and reproduce in natural situations.
In this paper, we present the results of our investigation of the morphological
effects of the Pgml -t locus. Individuals with liver PGM 1 have faster developmental
rates than their full sibs without liver PGMl activity (Allendorf et al. 1983).
Environmentally induced increases in the developmental rate of fishes, including
rainbow trout, have been shown to generally result in a decrease in meristic counts
(Gabriel 1944; Taning 1950; Barlow 1961; Garside 1966; MacCrimmon and Kwain
1969; Lindsey and Harrington 1972; Ali and Lindsey 1974; Kwain 1975; MacGregor and MacCrimmon 1977). Thus, we predicted that full sibs with liver PGMl
should tend to have lower meristic counts than their full sibs without liver PGM 1.
We have tested this prediction by comparing eight meristic traits of full sibs in
nine families, segregating for the presence or absence of liver PGMl activity.
Methods

We crossed 18 individuals of the Arlee strain of rainbow trout maintained by
the Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife, and Parks (see Leary et al. [1983] for
the history of this strain) to create nine full-sib families, segregating for the presence or absence of liver PGMl . The fertilized eggs were incubated and the progeny
raised at 9 C at the Jocko River State Trout Hatchery, Arlee, Montana, of the
Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife, and Parks. In six of these families, the
male parent had liver PGMl activity, Pgml-t(alb),
and the female parent did not,
Pgml-t(ala).
The reciprocal cross was made in one family. Both the parents were
heterozygous at Pgml-t in the remaining two families. We could not compare the
morphology of heterozygotes and homozygotes with liver PGMl activity because
these genotypes are electrophoretically
indistinguishable.
The counts of the following eight meristic characters were taken on the first
25 fish identified in each family: rays in the anal fin, rays in the dorsal fin, rays
in the pectoral fins, rays in the pelvic fins, gill rakers on the upper first branchial
arches, gill rakers on the lower first branchial arches, mandibular pores, and
vertebrae. The counts of the bilateral characters were taken on the left and right
sides of each individual. The total count (left + right) was used in the statistical
analyses of the data. Meristic counts were taken from as many as five additional
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fish so that we had nearly equal sample sizes of both Pgml-t phenotypes in each
family.
All of the progeny in six families and half of the progeny in the other families
were sacrificed 182 days after fertilization (approximately 150 days after hatching)
and frozen for subsequent electrophoretic
and meristic analyses. The remaining
progeny were sampled again 394 days after fertilization. There are no significant
differences in the distributions of any of the meristic traits between fish in the
same family sampled at 182 and 394 days after fertilization (Wilcoxon two-sample
test). We concluded that these meristic characters are determined before 182 days
and combined these two samples. This conclusion is in agreement with previous
studies that have shown that meristic counts in fishes are determined early in
development, often before hatching (Barlow 1961; Eisler 1961; MacCrimmon and
Kwain 1969; Lindsey and Harrington 1972; Ali and Lindsey 1974).
Sample preparation and electrophoresis
in starch gels followed Utter et al.
(1974) with the stains and buffer systems of Allendorf et al. (1977). Isozyme loci
are designated with the nomenclature described in Allendorf et al. (1983). The
following 19 enzymes encoding 42 loci were screened in the electrophoretic
examination of rainbow and cutthroat trout: adenylate kinase (ADK; E.C. 2.7.4.8),
alcohol dehydrogenase
(ADH; E.C. 1.1.1. l), aspartate aminotransferase
(AAT;
E.C. 2.6.1.1), creatine kinase (CK; E.C. 2.7.3.2), esterase (EST; E.C. 3.1.1.1),
glucosephosphate isomerase (GPI; E.C. 5.3.1.9), glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate
dehydrogenase (GAP; E.C. 1.2.1.12), glycerol-3-phosphate
dehydrogenase
(G3P;
E.C. 1.1.1.8), glycyl-leucine peptidase (GL; E.C. 3.4.1 l), isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH; E.C. 1.1.1.42), lactate dehydrogenase (LDH; E.C. 1.1.1.27), lycylglycyl-glycine peptidase (LGG; E.C. 3.4.1 l), malate dehydrogenase (MDH; E.C.
1.1.1.37), malic enzyme (ME; E.C. 1.1.1.40), phosphoglucomutase
(PGM; E.C.
2.7.5. l), 6-phosphogluconate
dehydrogenase
(6PG; E.C. 1.1.1.44), sorbitol dehydrogenase (SDH; E.C. 1.1.1.14), superoxide dismutase (SOD; E.C. 1.15.1. l),
and xanthine dehydrogenase (XDH; E.C. 1.2.3.2).
Results and Discussion
Effects of Pgml-t on Morphological

Differences

within Families

As predicted, individuals with liver PGMl tend to have lower meristic counts
than their full sibs without liver PGMl (table 1). There are nine significant differences in the pairwise comparisons, and, in each case, the individuals with liver
PGMl have a lower meristic distribution than their full sibs without it (Wilcoxon
two-sample test; table 1). In 43 of the 69 full-sib comparisons, the individuals with
liver PGMl have a lower mean meristic count than their full sibs without liver
PGMl (sign test, x2 = 4.19; P < .05). Three of the T2 comparisons had the same
meristic count for both PGMl phenotypes.
The meristic differences between the liver PGMl phenotypes appear to be
especially evident for four of the eight meristic characters: rays in the anal fin,
rays in the dorsal fin, rays in the pectoral fins, and gill rakers on the lower first
branchial arches. There are seven significant differences among these characters.
Furthermore, the mean meristic count of the full sibs with liver PGMl is lower
than those without liver PGMl in 27 of the 34 pairwise comparisons for these
characters (x2 = 11.77; P < .OOl).
Meristic characters of fish are modifiable by the environment only during
certain “critical periods” of development (Taning 1950; Lindsey 1954; Mac-
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Table 1
Summary of Comparisons

of Counts
MEANS

CHARACTER

A>B

A<B

A>B

6
7
6
4
4
8
4
4

1
2
3
4
5
1
5
5

1
2
2
0
1
2
1
0

43

26

9

Anal rays .............
Dorsal rays ...........
Pectoral rays. .........
Pelvic rays ...........
Upper gill rakers ......
Lower gill rakers ......
Mandibular
pores. .....
Vertebrae.
............
Total.

SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES*

............ ..

NOTE.-At
eight meristic characters between full sibs without
liver PGMl activity in nine families of rainbow trout.
*P < .05 (Wilcoxon two-sample test).

Table 2
Morphological

A<B

0
(A) and with (B)

Differences
SAMPLE SIZE

FAMILY

A

B

D

11 .........
13 .........
16 .........
17 .........
110 ........
112 ........
113 ........
114 ........
115 ........

18
13
15
13
16
13
15
14
13

12
17
15
13
14
13
15
16
13

1.47*
1.31**
1.58**
.58
1.32**
1.94**
1.92**
2.80**
1.40**

.. .

...

1.59

Mean

.. ......

NOTE.-D, square root of Mahalanobis’s
distance; between full sibs without (A) and with
(B) liver PGMI activity in nine families of rainbow trout, based on discriminant analysis of eight
meristic characters.
*P < .05 (Wilcoxon two-sample test).
**P < .Ol (Wilcoxon two-sample test).

Crimmon and Kwain 1969; Fowler 1970; Lindsey and Harrington 1972; Ali and
Lindsey 1974). The number of vertebrae in rainbow trout raised at 9 C is not
affected by light after the formation of eye pigment (about 17 days after fertilization), but anal and dorsal fin rays are affected after this time (MacCrimmon and
Kwain 1969). Liver organogenesis in rainbow trout at this temperature occurs at
approximately
15 days after fertilization (Ballard 1973). We, therefore, did not
expect the number of vertebrae to be correlated with the presence or absence of
liver PGMl. We have not been able to determine from the literature the critical
periods for any of the other characters.
Multivariate comparison of all full sibs with and without liver PGMl using
discriminant analysis (Pimentel 1979) provides a measure of morphological difference at all eight characters simultaneously. In eight of the nine families there
is a significant difference of the distribution in discriminant space between full
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sibs with and without liver PGMl (Wilcoxon two-sample test; table 2; fig. 1). In
all families where a significant difference is observed, the individuals with liver
PGMl are distinguished from their full sibs without liver PGMl by lower overall
meristic counts.
In contrast to the large morphological effect of the Pgml-t regulatory locus,
we did not observe any evidence that structural variation at isozyme loci has a
detectable effect on these meristic characters. There are 10 loci that are segregating
in at least three of these nine and in five other families that were raised with them
(Ed;
Zdh2; Idh3,4; Ldh4; Mdh3,4; Pgm2; Sdh; Sodl). Out of a total of 3 13
pairwise comparisons, there are only 15 differences at the level P < .05 between
the meristic distributions of genotypes at these loci. This is no more than one
would expect by chance alone. Furthermore, these significant differences are not
grouped into any one locus or meristic character.
Comparative Magnitude of Morphological
and Isozymic Differences between Species
We have placed the magnitude of the morphological differences between sibs
with and without liver PGMl into an evolutionary perspective by comparing it
with the amount of isozymic and morphological divergence detected between
rainbow trout and a closely related species. The cutthroat trout (Salmo clarki) is
a polytypic species that has been divided into several subspecies (Loudenslager
and Gall 1980). We have estimated morphological divergence at the same eight
meristic characters and isozymic divergence at 42 loci encoding enzymes between
rainbow trout, west slope cutthroat trout (S. c. lewisi), and Yellowstone cutthroat
trout (S. c. bouvieri). We used the McBride Lake strain of Yellowstone cutthroat
trout maintained by the Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife, and Parks (n, the
number of fish analyzed, = 39), westslope cutthroat trout collected from O’Keefe
Creek, Missoula County, Montana (n = 51), and the Arlee strain of rainbow trout
(n = 160 for isozyme analysis and n = 29 for morphological analysis) for these
comparisons.
The following 16 loci are monomorphic for the same allele in our samples of
these three taxa: Aat2; Adh; Adk; Ck3; Gap3; G12; Gpi2; G3p2; Ldh1,2,3,5; Mdhl,2;
6Pg; and Xdh. Eleven loci with fixed interspecific differences are presented in
table 3. The allele frequencies for those 15 loci that showed intraspecific variation
are given in table 4. The alleles at each locus are designated by their relative
mobility to the common allele at the homologous locus in rainbow trout. Because
of their ancient tetraploid ancestry (Ohno 1974), many loci in salmonid fishes are
still functionally duplicated; that is, the two loci show no evidence of structural
or regulatory divergence. Residual tetrasomic inheritance has been observed at
some of these loci (May et al. 1982; Allendorf and Thorgaard, accepted). The
duplicated loci, Aat3,4, Idh3,4, Mdh1,2, Mdh3,4, and Mel,2, were treated as
single tetrasomic loci for the calculation of allele frequencies.
Isozymic divergence between these taxa was estimated using Nei’s standard
genetic distance, D (Nei 1975) (table 5). Morphological divergence was estimated
as in the full-sib comparisons, using the distance between group centroids in
discriminant space, which is the square root of Mahalanobis’s distance, D* (Sneath
and Sokal 1973, p. 405) (table 5; fig. 2).
The average morphological distance between the groups of full sibs with and
without liver PGMl (1.59; table 2) is nearly identical with that observed for the
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FIG. I.-Discriminant
analysis of eight meristic characters
comparing
three families of full sibs
with (shaded) and without (unshaded)
liver PGMI. A = centroid of fish without liver PGMl; B =
centroid of fish with liver PGM 1.
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Table 3
Relative Mobilities of 11 Diagnostic Loci
ALLELES

LOCI

Rainbow

Aatl ........

Ck2 .........
GlI .........
Gpi3 ........
Idhl ........
Lgg .........
Mel,2. ......
Me3 ........
Me4 ........
Pgml .......
trout.

Nom.-Differentiate
and Yellowstone

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Westslope

Yellowstone

200
84
100
92
100
100
88
100
100
100

rainbow trout, westslope
cutthroat trout.

165
84
101
100
-75
135
100
84
110
Null
cutthroat

same characters between the Yellowstone and westslope cutthroat trout (1 SO;
table 5). Although these two taxa are recognized as subspecies, the amount of
genetic divergence between them is equal to or greater than that observed between
most congeneric species of fishes (Utter et al. 1973; Avise 1974; Avise and Smith
1977; Buth and Burr 1978). Thus, the morphological effect of the Pgml-t regulatory
variation is comparable to the amount of morphological differentiation that can
occur between taxa with substantial structural genetic divergence. These data
directly support the view that morphological differences between taxa may be
due to changes at one or a few regulatory loci with major effects rather than the
gradual accumulation of genetic differences at many loci with small effects. This
is further supported by the relatively large amount of morphological divergence
observed between the rainbow and westslope cutthroat trout-but
the comparatively small amount of structural genetic divergence (table 5).
Evolutionary

Importance

of Regulatory

Genes

The morphological effects of the Pgml-t locus are almost certainly a consequence of the accelerated developmental rate of individuals with liver PGMl,
as similar effects can be produced by environmentally
increasing the developmental rate of fishes (see Introduction for pertinent literature). We believe that
the increased developmental rate of individuals with liver PGMI is due to the
large increase in the amount of PGM in the liver of these fish (Allendorf et al.
1982) and is, thus, a consequence of the variation at the Pgml-t locus and not of
variation at the chromosomal segment marked by this locus. The liver is responsible for the release of metabolic energy stored in the yolk in the form of glycogen,
which is the major energy source of fishes during early development (Terner 1968;
Boulekbache 1981). We suspect that the increase in liver PGM results in a more
constant or efficient flux of energy production during development and thus increased developmental rate. This view is supported by preliminary data (Aronson
and Allendorf, unpublished) that juvenile rainbow trout with liver PGMI can
access energy stored in the liver as glycogen more rapidly than their full sibs
without liver PGMl .
The increased developmental rate of individuals with liver PGMl not only
influences their meristic counts but also increases their size and decreases their
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Table 4
Allele Frequencies

at 15 Isozyme Loci
ALLELE FREQUENCIES

Locus

Rainbow

AND ALLELES

Aat3,4:
100 ......................
110 ......................
90 ......................
77 ......................

Westslope

Yellowstone

1.ooo
.. .
.. .
...

.575
.200
.225
...

.863
...
...
.137

.912
.088

1 .ooo
.. .

1 .ooo
...

1 .ooo
...

1 .ooo
.. .

.961
.039

1 .ooo
.. .

1.ooo
...

.93 1
.069

Ckl :
100 ......................
76 ......................
Gapl:
100 ......................
75 ......................
Gpil:
100 ......................
150 ......................
G3pl:
100 ......................
140 ......................
Idh2:
100 ......................
140 ......................
Idh3,4:
100 ......................
114 ......................
86 ......................
71 ......................
40 ......................
Ldh4:
100 ......................
76 ......................
Mdh3,4:
100 ......................
83 ......................
Pgm2:
100 ......................
90 ......................
85 ......................
Sdh :
100 ......................
200.. ....................
40 ......................
Sodl:
100 ......................
152 ......................
NOTE.-with,

lowstone
duplicated

cutthroat
loci Ad,

intraspecific

trout,

variation

or westslope

Idh. and Mdll

.991
.009

1 .ooo

1.ooo

. ..

...

.763
.237

1.ooo
...

1.ooo
. ..

.705
.070
...
.034
.191

.500
.. .
...
.500
.. .

.417
...
.500
...
.083

.981
.019

1.ooo
...

1.ooo
...

.875
.125

1 .ooo
...

1.ooo
...

.959
.041
...

1.ooo
...
.. .

.922
. ..
.078

.931
.019
.050

1 .ooo

...
...
1.ooo

.772
.228

1.ooo
...

...
...

in Arlee

cutthroat

rainbow
trout

are each treated

from

1.ooo
...

trout.

McBride

O'KeefeCreek.

as a single

YelThe

locus.

age at sexual maturity (Allendorf et al. 1982, 1983). These latter effects would
certainly influence the fitness of individuals in natural populations. The timing of
hatching and subsequent emergence from the gravel has been found to have important effects on the survival of salmonid fishes (Mason and Chapman 1965).
Predation on salmonid fishes is known to be size specific (Parker 1971). Age at
sexual maturity will affect the reproductive value of individuals.
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Table 5
Morphological

and Genetic Divergences
Rainbow

Rainbow . . . . . . . . .
Yellowstone.
.....
Westslope.
.......

...
.27
.16

Yellowstone
5.17
...
.34

Westslope
4.36
1.50
.. .

No-rE.-Above diagonal, square root of Mahalanobis’s D*. Below diagonal, Nei’s D. Among rainbow trout, Yellowstone cutthroat
trout, and westslope clltthroat trout based on eight meristic characters and 42 enzyme loci.

Our studies with Pgml-t demonstrate that a small increase in the developmental rate associated with a single regulatory locus has a variety of phenotypic
effects; some of these are undoubtedly of adaptive importance. These findings
support the view that small changes in the developmental process can have major
effects upon the morphology and life history characteristics of individuals (Frazetta 1970; Gould 1977, 1980). In contrast, we found no evidence of any morphological effect of allelic variation at 10 structural loci encoding enzymes. These
data thus support the view that such changes are more likely the result of changes
in gene regulation than changes at structural loci.
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Concerted Evolution
Gene Family1
Takashi Gojobori
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of Texas at Houston

With the aim of understanding
the concerted
evolution of the immunoglobulin
V, multigene family, a phylogenetic
tree for the DNA sequences
of 16 mouse
and five human germ line genes was constructed.
This tree indicates that all
genes in this family have undergone
substantial
evolutionary
divergence.
The
most closely related genes so far identified in the mouse genome seem to have
diverged about 6 million years (MY) ago, whereas the most distantly related
genes diverged about 300 MY ago. This suggests that gene duplication
caused
by unequal crossing-over
or gene conversion
occurs very slowly in this gene
family. The rate of occurrence
of gene duplication
in the V, gene family has
been estimated
to be 5 x lo-’ per gene per year, which seems to be at least
about 100 times lower than that for the rRNA gene family. This low rate of
concerted
evolution in the V, gene family helps retain intergenic genetic variability that in turn contributes
to antibody diversity. Because of accumulation
of destructive
mutations,
however,
about one-third of the mouse and human
V, genes seem to have become nonfunctional.
Many of these pseudogenes
have apparently
originated recently, but some of them seem to have existed in
the genome for more than 10 MY. The rate of nucleotide
substitution
for the
complementarity-determining
regions (CDRs) is as high as that of pseudogenes.
This suggests that there is virtually no purifying selection
operating
in the
CDRs and that germ line mutations are effectively used for generating antibody
diversity.

Introduction

Immunoglobulins are composed of heavy and light chains each of which is
composed of a variable region and a constant region. The variable region is
responsible for antigen binding, whereas the constant region is responsible for
effector function. The variable region consists of four framework regions (FRs)
and three complementarity-determining
regions (CDRs) (e.g., Tonegawa 1983).
Both the heavy- and light-chain variable regions are controlled by multigene fam1. Key words: concerted
evolution,
over, gene conversion,
pseudogenes.

immunoglobulin,
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ilies. The heavy-chain variable region (V,) family seems to have about 160 genes
in the mouse (Kemp et al. 1981) and about 80 genes in the human (Rabbitts et al.
1980). The variable region gene families are apparently subject to concerted evolution, in which the turnover of genes occurs stochastically owing to unequal
crossing-over or gene conversion (Smith et al. 1971; Hood et al. 1975; Ohta 1980;
Arnheim 1983). Thus, the extent of variation of immunoglobulin genes seems to
be controlled by unequal crossing-over and gene conversion as well as the classical
evolutionary forces of mutation, selection, and genetic drift. However, the rate
of turnover of genes is not known, though it is believed to be quite high (Hood
et al. 1975; Honjo 1983; Ohta 1983a).
Recently a substantial number of V, genes from mice and humans have been
sequenced, and this gives us an opportunity to study the evolutionary history of
these genes. Such a study will give us some idea about the pattern of concerted
evolution of V, genes as well as the mechanism of production of antibody diversity.
Furthermore, when many genes exist as multiple copies in the genome, some of
them are expected to become nonfunctional (Haldane 1933; Nei 1969). Indeed,
recent studies of the V, gene family indicate that it contains many pseudogenes
(Bothwell et al. 1981; Givol et al. 1981; Rechavi et al. 1983). Nucleotide sequences
of these pseudogenes will provide information on the pattern of nonfunctionalization of multiple genes (Li et al. 1981; Miyata and Yasunaga 1981). The purpose
of this paper is to examine the pattern of concerted evolution in the V, gene
family and its significance for the production of immunoglobulin diversity.
Nucleotide

Sequences

Used

Surveying the literature, we collected nucleotide sequence data for 16 mouse
and five human germ line V, genes, which included the leader (signal peptide)
region, the first three framework regions, and the first two CDRs (see table 1 and
fig. 1). A large part of the third CDR (CDR3) is coded for by the D and J gene
segments (e.g., Leder 1982), and thus CDR3 was not included in the present study.
Seven of the 16 mouse genes, that is, VH3, VH6, VH23, VH102, VH145, VH1861, and VH186-2, were identified by the same DNA probe (MPl in table l), and
thus they are considered to be closely related. (In this paper we use the same
gene notations as those of the original authors.) Gene VH6 seems to be a pseudogene, since it includes several termination codons caused by a single frameshift mutation (one nucleotide deletion from the twenty-second codon). Gene
VH145 has a serine codon at the twenty-second position instead of a cysteine
codon for a normal functional gene (see fig. 1). This mutation from cysteine to
serine apparently disturbs the molecular structure of variable regions by impairing
the disulfide bond between the cysteines at positions 22 and 98. This suggests
that this gene is also a pseudogene, but there is no other clear-cut evidence. The
rest of the genes detected by MPl are all functional genes.
Another set of five mouse genes, that is, VH104, VHlOSA, VH108B, VHlll,
and VH105, was obtained by a different DNA probe (MP2 in table 1). VH104 and
VHl 11 are apparently pseudogenes,
since they contain a termination codon at
the thirty-ninth and thirty-fourth positions, respectively. VH 108B is also probably
a pseudogene, since the initiation codon (ATG) has changed to an isoleucine codon
(ATA). Of course, there might be some correction mechanism to make this gene
functional (Givol et al. 1981). The remaining two genes (VH105 and VH108A) are
functional. Table 1 includes four more mouse genes (i.e., VHSPTlS, VH441,
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V, Genes used for the Present Study
Codons

Gene
Mouse:
VH3 ..............
VH6(qJ)b. ..........
VH23 .............
VH102 ............
.........
VHl45($)
..........
VHl86-1
..........
VHl86-2
.........
VHl04(+)
VHl08A
..........
VHl08B ...........
.........
VHlll(+)
VHl05 ............
VHSPT15
.........
VH441 ............
..........
VHPJ14.
VHlOl ............
Human:
VHHA2(*)
........
..........
VHHG3.
...........
VHHll
......
VHHl6BR(+)
VHH26 ...........

(n)

DNA”
Probe

Subgroup

116
116’
116
116
116
116
116
116
116
116
116
116
118
115
115
115

MPl
MPl
MPl
MPl
MPl
MPI
MPl
MP2
MP2
MP2
MP2
MP2
MP3
MP4
MP5
MP6

II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
III
III
?
?

Bothwell et al. (1981)
Bothwell et al. (1981)
Bothwell et al. (1981)
Bothwell et al. (1981)
Bothwell et al. (1981)
Bothwell et al. (1981)
Bothwell et al. (1981)
Givol et al. (1981)
Givol et al. (1981)
Givol et al. (1981)
Givol et al. (1981)
Cohen et al. (1982)
Kim et al. (1981)
0110 et al. (1981)
Sakano et al. (1980)
Kataoka et al. (1982)

113
116
116
116
116

HP1
HP1
HP2
HP2
HP2

I
I
III
III
III

Rechavi et
Rechavi et
Rechavi et
Rechavi et
Matthyssens

Source

al.
al.
al.
al.

(1983)
(1983)
(1982)
(1982)
and Rabbitts

(1980)

d MPl, mouse S43 DNA (from MOPC 104E cDNA). MP2. mouse MPCI I cDNA. MP3,
mouse Ml67 DNA. MP4, mouse UPC10 DNA. MP5, mouse Ml41 DNA. MP6. mouse
MC101 DNA. HPl, mouse VH104 DNA. HP2. mouse SlO7 DNA. MP3, mouse ~$107
DNA.
b JI, pseudogene.
c This contains a one-nucleotide
deletion.

VHPJ14, and VHlOl). They were obtained by separate DNA probes. All of these
genes are functional.
In the present study we used five human V, genes, that is, VHHA2, VHHG3,
VHHll, VHH16BR, and VHH26. VHHA2 and VHH16BR contain termination
codons at positions 26 and 29, respectively, which probably makes these genes
nonfunctional. The other three are functional.
For studying the pattern of concerted evolution of V, genes, it is desirable
to use a random sample of genes. Obviously our sample of genes is not a random
one, but since 16 of the 160 genes were sampled in the mouse, they should provide
a rough idea about the concerted evolution of the mouse V, gene family. It should
be noted that the genes sampled by the same DNA probes are usually closely
related, whereas those sampled by different probes are often remotely related.
According to Kabat et al.‘s (1979) classification, the genes identified by probe
MPl and MP2 produce polypeptides belonging to subgroup II, whereas the genes
identified by MP3 and MP4 produce polypeptides belonging to subgroup III. It is
not clear which group of polypeptides is produced by the genes identified by MP5
and MP6. In man only five genes are available; they are clearly insufficient for
drawing any general conclusion about the pattern of concerted evolution. However, these genes are useful for getting a time scale of concerted evolution of the
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FIG. I.-Four
examples
of the nucleotide
and amino acid sequences
for the VH germ line genes
used. VHSPT15, Mouse functional gene. VHH26, Human functional gene. VH104, Mouse pseudogene,
which has a termination
codon at the thirty-ninth
codon position. VH145, Mouse pseudogene
which
has a serine codon rather than a cysteine codon at the twenty-second
position. In the sequences
for
VHH26, VH104, and VHl45, a dash stands for the same nucleotide
or same amino acid as that for
VHSPTIS,
and a blank indicates
a gap. Codons are numbered
in the positive direction
from the
beginning of the first framework
region (FRl) and in the negative direction from the end of the leader
region. The complementarity-determining
regions (CDRl and CDR2) are enclosed in boxes. FR2 lies
between CDRl and CDR2, while FR3 follows CDR2.

V, genes in the mouse, as will be discussed later. The genes identified by probes
HP1 and HP2 produce subgroup I and III polypeptides, respectively.
Phylogenetic Tree of V, Genes
To see the evolutionary history of immunoglobulin V, genes, we reconstructed a phylogenetic tree of the genes mentioned above, considering the evolutionary distances among them. In this case we used only the protein-coding
regions, since alignment of DNA sequences for the noncoding regions was not
easy. Alignment of the coding regions was made by using a slight modification of
Needleman and Wunsch’s (1970) method. In practice, alignment was easily established for all pairs of genes since only a few deletions or insertions existed in
the coding regions. A few examples of the sequence alignments are presented in
figure 1. The nucleotides involved in deletions or insertions were eliminated from
the comparisons of DNA sequences.
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The evolutionary distance between a pair of sequences was measured by the
number of nucleotide substitutions per site. This number was estimated by Jukes
and Cantor’s (1969) formula
S = - (3/4) ln[ 1 - (4/3)1~],

(1)

where 7~is the proportion of nucleotides that are different between the two sequences under consideration.
The S value was obtained for each of the three
nucleotide positions of codons. For making the phylogenetic tree, however, the
average of S’s for the first and second positions was used. We did not use thirdposition data, because the numbers of third-position changes for certain pairs of
sequences were very large (see below), and in such a case as this Jukes and
Cantor’s (1969) method gives an underestimate of S (Kimura 1981; Takahata and
Kimura 1981; Gojobori et al. 1982). We also did not use the CDRs for this purpose
because these regions are known to have a high rate of nucleotide substitution
similar to that of pseudogenes (Nei 1983), The total number of codons used for
tree making was therefore about 93 (see fig. 1).
The average S values for the first and second nucleotide positions for all pairs
of genes are presented in table 2. Using these values, we constructed two different
phylogenetic trees, that is, one for all genes and the other for functional genes
only. We did this because pseudogenes are known to evolve faster than functional
genes (Kimura 1980; Proudfoot and Maniatis 1980; Li et al. 198 1; Miyata and
Yasunaga 1981), and this may distort the tree reconstructed.
However, the topology of the functional genes within the all-gene tree was identical with that of
the tree for functional genes only, though some branches of the all-gene tree were
slightly longer than those of the latter tree, as expected (fig. 2). In the construction
of the phylogenetic trees we used the unweighted pair-group method (UPGMA).
It is known that, whatever the tree-making method used, a phylogenetic tree
reconstructed is subject to large random errors, but UPGMA tends to give a better
performance than other commonly used statistical methods in recovering the true
tree (Tateno et al. 1982; Nei et al. 1983).
The phylogenetic tree obtained for all genes is presented in figure 2. In this
figure the estimated number of nucleotide substitutions per site (6) is related to
evolutionary time by assuming that S is proportional to evolutionary time and that
the closest genes between man and mouse (VH441 and VHH26) diverged 80 MY
ago, that is, the time when man and mouse diverged (see Nei 1975, p. 9). In the
presence of concerted evolution, the latter assumption could be wrong, since
these two genes may have separated well before the human-mouse divergence;
then the time scale in figure 2 would give an underestimate of evolutionary time.
In the present case, however, this assumption does not seem to be unreasonable,
since the rates of nucleotide substitution for functional genes and pseudogenes
obtained under this assumption are close to those for other gene families, as will
be discussed later.
Figure 2 shows that some genes in the mouse or human genome are more
closely related to each other than others are, as expected from the theory of
concerted evolution. It is also noted that the genes identified by the same DNA
probe are usually closely related. However, each gene has a surprisingly long
history. The most closely related genes observed are VH186-2 and VH145, but
even these genes seem to have diverged about 6 MY ago. All other genes diverged
much earlier. The earliest separation of genes occurred between the VHlOl-VHPJ14
cluster and the other human and mouse genes, the time of separation being about

Table 2
Pahwise Evolutionary Distances (6) for the Germ Line DNA Sequences of
16 Mouse and Five Human V, Genesa

1. VH186-2 ....
2. VH145 ......
3. VH186-1 ....
4.VH6..
......
5.VH3..
......
6. VH102 ......
7. VH23. ......
8. VHlOSA ....
9. VH105 ......
10. VH108B ....
11. VH104 ......
12.VHlll..
....
13. VHHG3 .....
14. VHHAZ ....
15. VHSPTl5
...
16. VH441.. ....
17. VHH16BR
..
18.VHHll..
...
19. VHH26 .....
20.VHPJ14
.....
21. VHlOl..
....

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

.Ol

.02
.03

.03
.03
.03

.03
.04
.04
.04

.03
.04
.04
.04
.02

.04
.06
.05
.04
.04
.04

.12
.13
.12
.ll
.ll
.lO
.ll

.ll
.12
.lO
.09
.ll
.lO
.lO
.06

.19
.20
.18
.17
.18
.17
.18
.06
.ll

.16
.17
.15
.15
.13
.14
.16
.ll
.08
.15

.15
.16
.16
.15
.13
.14
.15
.lO
.lO
.16
.lO

.23
.24
.22
.21
.22
.21
.21
.24
.23
.29
.26
.24

.23
.25
.22
.21
.22
.21
.22
.26
.24
.32
.28
.26
.09

.54
.55
.53
.52
.53
.53
.51
.48
.50
.51
.51
.57
.41
.40

.39
.39
.40
.38
.39
.39
.37
.42
.42
.49
.46
.45
.34
.37
.21

.47
.48
.49
.48
.47
.47
.45
.48
.49
.54
.53
.54
.39
.40
.21
.18

.43
.44
.45
.44
.43
.43
.43
.45
.46
.52
.50
.50
.35
.35
.16
.13
.06

.43
.43
.43
.43
.42
.41
.41
.43
.44
.50
.48
.49
.35
.35
.16
.14
.08
.03

.58
.60
.59
.57
.54
.56
.54
.54
.56
.58
.55
.56
.50
.56
.53
.47
.54
.49
.48

.52
.54
.53
.52
.50
.50
.49
.49
.51
.53
.53
.51
.45
.53
.53
.44
.52
.47
.46
.06

a Genes are arranged in the same order as that in fig. 2.
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300 MY ago. This corresponds approximately
to the time when mammals and
reptiles diverged (Nei [1975], p. 9). Separation of the VH441-VHSPTl5 gene
cluster and the gene clusters identified by probes MPl and MP2 also seems to
have occurred as early as 270 MY ago. Thus, many gene duplications occurred
much earlier than the time of human-mouse divergence.
If we note that each of these gene duplications was probably mediated either
by unequal crossing-over or by gene conversion, our results indicate that the
concerted evolution of the V, gene family occurs very slowly. (Gene conversion
does not result in genuine gene duplication but has the same effect as gene duplication if the entire region rather than a part of a gene is “converted” by another
gene.) The rate of observable gene duplication can be computed from the phylogenetic tree in figure 2 by tracing the evolutionary pathways of mouse genes.
For example, genes VH 186-2 and VH 145 each experienced nine duplication events
from the ancestral gene for all genes during a period of about 300 MY. Gene
VH186- 1 experienced eight duplication events. The average number of observable
duplication events for all mouse genes is 5.9. Therefore, a mouse gene seems to
have duplicated every 50 MY on average, or with a rate of 2 x lo-* per gene per
year. Of course, this rate of observable gene duplication is not equal to the rate
of occurrence of gene duplication,
since many duplicate genes that appeared in
d
0.6

MY

T

360

FIG. 2.-Phylogenetic
tree for 16 mouse and five human VH germ line genes. Gene notations
are
the same as those used by the original authors.
MPl, MP2, etc. represent
the DNA probe used,
whereas I, II, and III are the subtypes
of the polypeptide
produced
(see table 1). Dashed lines show
pseudogenes.
The phylogenetic
tree constructed
for the 14 functional
genes has the same topology as
that of the above tree if the pseudogene
part is excluded.
However,
some branch lengths are shorter
than those of the all-gene tree. The values in parentheses
in the above tree diagram are the branch
lengths for the functional-gene
tree, whereas the values above them are those for the all-gene tree.
The other branch lengths were nearly the same for the two trees. In this figure, d represents
6 in the
text.
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the early evolutionary stage might have been lost or may remain undetected
because of the limited number of genes sampled. If we assume that (i) there is no
selection, (ii) any one of the n genes in the V, family is subject to gene duplication
with probability A per year, and (iii) whenever a gene is duplicated, another gene
is eliminated, so that the total number of genes (n) remains constant, then the
expected time during which all of s genes sampled (S d n) are derived from a
single common ancestral gene is given by
n-1
&----x

l-1
(

S

(2)

)

(F. Tajima, personal communication). This is approximately equal to Ohta’s (1983b)
fixation time of a single mutant repeat gene if s is large. Furthermore, the expectation of the number of observable gene duplications for a sample of s genes is

(3)
-2(log,s - 0.423)
for a large s (F. Tajima, personal communication).
the rate of observable gene duplication becomes
d3

Therefore,

4~’ = 2Wlog,s - 0.423
-t
(n- l)(S- 1) *

the expectation

of

(4)

Under the present assumption, the rate of occurrence of gene duplication
can be obtained from (2) by putting t = 300 MY, n = 160, and s = 16. It becomes
5 x lo-‘. This is more than 20 times higher than the rate of observed gene
duplication but still very low compared with the general view that the turnover
of variable region genes is quite rapid (Hood et al. 1975; Honjo 1983; Ohta 1983~~).
(Ohta [1983a], e.g., speculated A = lO-5 per generation.) Although the number
of human V, genes examined is small, one may obtain another estimate of A from
these genes. In this case i = 270 MY, n = 80, and s = 5, so that A = 2.3 x
lo-‘. This is again very small. Incidentally, the expected rate of observable gene
duplication can be obtained from (4) by using r(s) = 4.7 and t = 300 MY for the
mouse. It becomes 1.6 x lO-8. This is very close to the observed rate (2 x 1O-8).
The accuracy of our estimate of the rate of occurrence of gene duplication
depends on the validity of our assumption of constancy of n. In practice, it is
quite possible that the number of V, genes in mammals steadily increased for the
past 300 MY. If this is the case, the rate would be smaller than the A value
obtainable from (2). At the present time, however, it is difficult to know whether
our assumption is correct since, except in mice and humans, the number of V,
genes is not known.
Our finding that gene duplication occurs very slowly in the V, gene family
is interesting in relation to immunoglobulin diversity. Immunoglobulin diversity
is produced by several different mechanisms, one of which is DNA rearrangement.
By this mechanism, each of the constant region genes is combined with one of
many variable region genes in the genome, generating a great deal of immunoglobulin diversity (e.g., Leder 1982; Tonegawa 1983). We note that if there were
little genetic variation among different variable region genes, as in the case of the
tRNA and rRNA gene families, this mechanism would have been virtually useless
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in producing immunoglobulin diversity. Both unequal crossing-over and gene conversion are mechanisms to reduce genetic variability among different copies of
genes, so that a low frequency of their occurrence is preferable in order to have
a large amount of immunoglobulin diversity. Probably for this reason, the frequency of gene duplication is kept low in the V, gene family.
Rates of Nucleotide Substitution
In the study of the evolutionary times of gene duplication, we assumed that
mouse gene VH441 and human gene VHHl 1 or VHH26 diverged 80 MY ago. To
see whether this assumption is reasonable, we examined the rates of nucleotide
substitution for the first, second, and third nucleotide positions of codons between
these mouse and human genes for the FRs and CDRs separately. The results
obtained are presented in table 3. It is seen that the substitution rates for FRs are
close to those for globin genes, where the first-, second-, and third-position rates
for functional genes have been estimated to be 0.85 x 10-9, 0.7 x 10-9, and 2.65
x 1O-9 per site per year (Li et al. 1981). Particularly
interesting is the similarity
in the third-position rate between immunoglobulin genes and globin genes. Since
the majority of third-position changes are synonymous and are known to occur
at more or less the same rate for all genes (Kimura 1983), this similarity suggests
that our assumption of the divergence time of 80 MY between genes VH441 and
VHH 11 is reasonable.
A quantity closely related to the third-position rate is the rate of silent nucleotide substitution. Miyata et al. (1980) have shown that this rate is about 5 X
1O-9 for many different genes. We have therefore examined this rate by using
Miyata and Yasunaga’s (1980) method for computing silent substitutions. Our
result for the FRs was 4.3 x 10-9, which is very close to Miyata et al.‘s estimate.
Another support for our assumption comes from the substitution rate for the
CDRs. Nei (1983) estimated the rate of nucleotide substitution for the CDRs of
the light-chain K variable region genes (V, gene family) by using the most closely
related genes available (K2 and HKlOl) between the mice and humans and assuming that the two genes diverged 80 MY ago. The results obtained showed that
Table 3
Number of Nucleotide Substitutions per Site (6) and the Rates of Nucleotide
Substitutions per Site per Year (IL)~
6

REGION (codons used)
AND NUCLEOTIDE

POSITION

VH441-VHHll

VH441-VHH26

Average

X(X 10-y

FRb
(93):
First...........................

.15 + .04

.17 *

.05

.16 + .05

1.01 +

.28

Second.........................

.lO + .04

.lO f

.04

.lO + .04

.65 ”

.22

Third...........................

.42 & .09

.42 2

.09

.42 + .09

.23

2.63

?

.53

CDR
(22):
First...........................

.41 If: .17

.59 ”

.50 + .20

3.14 2

1.28

Second.........................

.50 + .20

.70 & .27

.60 f

.24

3.74 ?

1.48

Third...........................

.97 *

1.42 & .68

1.19 *

.55

7.47 + 3.45

.39

a Obtained from the comparison
of the mouse gene VH441 with the human genes VHHl 1 and VHH26
the assumption that they diverged 80 MY ago.
b The leader region is included.
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the rates for the first, second, and third nucleotide positions are 3.1 x 10-9, 5.5
x 10-9, and 4.8 x 1O-9 per site per year, respectively. The corresponding
rates
for the V, genes are 3.1 x 10-9, 3.7 x 10-9, and 7.5 x 1O-9 (table 3). Considering
the large standard errors associated with these estimates, the two sets of data are
in good agreement. Although there is a possibility that both sets of genes used
diverged earlier than 80 MY ago, the agreement of the rates of substitution suggests
that the actual time of divergence between genes VH441 and VHHll or K2 and
HKlOl would not be far above the time we assumed. It is also interesting to note
that the substitution rates for the three nucleotide positions of codons are more
or less the same for the V, and V, genes and approximately equal to the pseudogene rate (4.6 x 10-9; Li et al. 1981). It is therefore possible that most mutations
at the CDRs are selectively neutral, and the rate of nucleotide substitution is
approximately equal to the mutation rate.
Pseudogenes

in the V, Gene Family

In table 1 we have listed seven pseudogenes or probable pseudogenes, of
which five have termination codons. The remaining two seem to be pseudogenes
for the reasons mentioned earlier. If we consider three more partially sequenced
genes (+VH3, VHl 1, and VH13) from the T15 mouse immunoglobulin gene group
(Crews et al. 1981), the total number of known pseudogenes becomes eight,
because \IrVH3 is known to have a termination codon and a four-base insertion.
This brings the proportion of pseudogenes to 8/24, or one-third. If this proportion
applies to the entire V, family genes, about 53 of the mouse V, genes and about
27 of the human V, genes are expected to be pseudogenes.
Why are there so many pseudogenes in the V, family? The answer seems to
be that the occurrence of nonfunctional genes or pseudogenes is an inevitable
consequence of destructive mutations that accumulate in duplicate genes as long
as some of the duplicate genes are functional and sufficient for producing required
proteins. Theoretically, if the product of one copy of a gene is sufficient for all
the required physiological functions, the rest of the duplicate copies can be disabled. In the case of immunoglobulins, however, many different kinds of antibody
must be produced, so many copies are required. If the number of functional genes
is reduced to a certain value, the immunological system may become less efficient
and consequently give a selective disadvantage to its carrier. It is therefore likely
that the number of functional genes in the genome is determined by the balance
between this functional requirement and the mutational destruction of duplicate
genes. It is then possible that the proportion of pseudogenes is higher in organisms
with a large number of V, genes than in those with a small number.
In the presence of concerted evolution there are two ways in which the
number of pseudogenes increases. One is the disabling of functional genes, and
the other is the duplication of pseudogenes themselves. The latter mechanism
apparently operated in the cases of Xenopus 5s RNA pseudogenes (Jacq et al.
1977) and goat globin pseudogenes (Cleary et al. 1981; Li and Gojobori 1983).
However, the pseudogenes in the V, family seem to have been produced mainly
by the former mechanism, as is clear from the phylogenetic tree of genes in figure
2. The close relationship between mouse pseudogenes VH104 and VHl 11 suggests
the possibility that they diverged after their ancestral gene became nonfunctional.
However, these two genes have a termination codon at different nucleotide positions, as mentioned earlier, and it is therefore likely that they were disabled
independently after their divergence.
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It should be mentioned that the nonfunctionality of V, pseudogenes is caused
mostly by nucleotide substitution rather than by deletion or insertion. Only in one
of the eight pseudogenes is nonfunctionality
a result of deletion. This is quite
different from the situation in other gene families such as the globin family (Proudfoot and Maniatis 1980; Li 1983). The reason for this difference is not clear.
Miyata and Yasunaga (1981) and Li et al. (1981) showed that the rate of
nucleotide substitution for globin pseudogenes is much higher than the rate for
functional globin genes. To see if this is also true with immunoglobulin genes, we
compared the substitution rates for the pseudogenes and functional genes. In this
case it is important to note that the disabling of a gene may occur some time after
gene duplication, although theoretically a gene can be disabled at the time of gene
duplication as well (Leder et al. 198 1). A general scheme of evolution of pseudogenes is given in figure 3. In this figure, Td is the time since gene duplication,
and T,, is the time since disabling. To estimate Td and T,,, we need another functional
gene (C) of which the time of divergence (7’) from pseudogene A and functional
gene B is known.
In figure 3, 1, m, and n stand for the number of nucleotide substitutions for
the evolutionary branches O-A, O-B, and O-C, respectively. If a pseudogene has
a higher rate of nucleotide substitution than a functional gene and T,, is sufficiently
large, we expect 1 to be larger than m. Let us first examine this point, estimating
I, m, and n from 6 values. To estimate 1, m, and n, we note the properties: 1 +
m=6 AB, 1 + n = SAC, and m + n = &, where aAB, SAC,and 6,, represent the
values of 6 between sequences A and B, A and C, and B and C, respectively.
Therefore, 1, m, and n can be estimated by
1=8-s,,,
m=8-6,,,

(5)

n=6-6,,,
where 6 = (6,,

+ S,,

+ 6,,)/2.

We note that for estimating

Functional

gono

Functional

1, m, and n no

pm

FIG. 3.--Schematic
evolutionary
relationship
among pseudogene
A and two related functional
genes B and C; I, m, and n denote the number of nucleotide
substitutions
between 0 and A, between
0 and B, and between 0 and C, respectively.
T, Td, and T,, represent the time since divergence
between
B and C, time since divergence
between A and B. and time since disabling of A, respectively.
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information on T is required. Therefore, we used closely related genes as C for
each pseudogene. The estimates of 1, m, and n for the seven pseudogenes are
presented in table 4. In the computation of these estimates, the CDRs were again
excluded. It is clear that in the cases of pseudogenes VH 108B and VHH16BR 1
is greater than m in all three nucleotide positions. This indicates that the rate of
nucleotide substitution in these pseudogenes is higher than that in their functional
counterparts. In other pseudogenes, however, 1 is not necessarily greater than m,
and the difference between them is not statistically significant. This suggests that,
in these pseudogenes, nucleotide substitution has not been accelerated or that the
time since disabling is too short for the accelerated substitution rate to be detected.
Interestingly, pseudogenes VH104 and VHHl 1 do not show a clear-cut accelerated rate, although they apparently diverged quite a long time ago (see fig.
2). It is possible that these two genes were disabled relatively recently. Indeed,
comparison of the DNA sequences of these two genes has indicated that the
numbers of nucleotide substitutions between the first and second nucleotide positions of codons (0.117 and 0.074 per site, respectively) are smaller than the
number at the third position (0.181). This suggests that the two genes were functional and subjected to purifying selection at the protein level until recently.
For the two pseudogenes (VH108B and VHH16BR) that showed an accelerated rate of nucleotide substitution, we estimated T,, and T,, in figure 3 by using
Li et al.‘s (1981) statistical method. Mouse functional gene VH441 served as gene
C in figure 3 for the human pseudogene VHH16BR, assuming T = 80 MY. For
the mouse pseudogene VH108B, we used the functional genes identified by probe
MPl as C, assuming T = 65 MY (see fig. 2). The results obtained are presented
in table 5, together with the estimate of the rate of nucleotide substitution for
pseudogenes (see Li et al. [1981] for the method for estimating this rate). The
estimate (ca. 5 x 1O-9 per site per year) of the rate of nucleotide substitution for
pseudogenes is of the same order of magnitude as that for globin pseudogenes
Table 4
Estimates

of the Number of Nucleotide

Substitutions
NUCLEOTIDE

PSEUDOGENE
A
VHl08B
VHlO8B
VHH 16BR
VHHl6BR
VHl45
VHl45
VH104
VH104
VHlll
VHlll
VH6
VH6
VHHA2
VHHA2

FUNCTIONAL
GENES
B
VHlO5
VHl05
VHHll
VHH26
VH23
VH3
VHlO5
VH105
VH105
VH105
VH23
VH3
VHHG3
VHHG3

NOTE.-/, m, and n for

First

C

1

VHl86-2
VH102
VH441
VH441
VHlO5
VH105
VH 186-2
VH3
VHl86-2
VH3
VH105
VHlO5
VHl86-2
VH102
the three

.ll
.06
.07
.04
.02
.08
.06

.10
.09
.03
.02
.08
.08

branches

.oo
.Ol
.03
.oo
.02
.oo
.02
.oo
.Ol
.oo
.03
.03
.03
in fig. 3:

Third

Second

mn

.13 - .Ol

POSITION

lmn

.I4
.13
.15
.I4
.lO
.12
.13
.12
.12
.13
.10
.ll
.20
.17

.07
.05
.07
.05
.05
.Ol
.05
.Ol
.03
.04
.03
.02
.05
.03
.04
.04
.04
.05
.03 .06
.OO .05
.OO .02
.Ol .06
.Ol .06

CDRs

are excluded.

Imn

.05
.03
.lO
.lO
.06
.06
.06
.04
.04
.02
.06
.06
.18
.16

.12
.09
.12
.ll
.Ol
.Ol
.02
.02
.15
.14
.02
.03
.08
.10

.05
.03
.10
.09
.05
.04
.05
.05
.05
.07
.02
.02
.lO
.08

.13
.I5
.32
.33
.15
.15
.13
.15
.13
.13
.19
.17
.31
.31
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Substitution

FUNCTIONAL
PSEUDOGENE
A

VHH16BR

Average

VHlOSB

Average

GENE
A( x 10-9)

T,
(MY)

Td
(MY)

T
(MY)

3.91
4.29

14.9
11.6

27.2
30.7

80.0
80.0

.....................

4.10

13.3

29.0

80.0

VH3
VH23
VH102
VH186-1
VH 186-2

2.59
12.65
4.67
7.11
5.08

26.7”
6.7
17.1
12.8
19.1

26.7
18.0
26.5
26.3
26.6

65.0
65.0
65.0
65.0
65.0

.....................

6.42

16.5

24.8

65.0

B

VHHll
VHH26

VH105

C

VH441
VH441

Nom.-Per
site per year for pseudogenes
(A), time since disabling (T,,),
and time since duplication
(Td). T is the time since divergence between B and
C in fig. 3. CDRs are excluded.
a Since T,, > Td, T,, was assumed to be equal to Td (Li et al. 1981).

(4.6x 10-9; Li et al. 1981) and higher than the rate for the third nucleotide
position of codons for the FRs of V, genes (tables 3 and 5). In the case of
VHH16BR, the pseudogene and its closest functional counterparts (VHHll and
VHH26) seem to have diverged about 29 MY ago, and disabling of VHH16BR
seems to have occurred about 13 MY ago. The mouse pseudogene VHlOSB seems
to have diverged from its closest functional counterpart (VH105) about 25 MY
ago and to have been disabled about 17 MY ago. (The functional gene VH108A
was not used here because this gene seems to have experienced partial gene
conversion.) These estimates have a large standard error. It is noted that the value
(25 MY) of Tdfor VH108B is substantially smaller than the divergence time (53
MY) between VHlOSB and VH105 given in figure 2. This difference occurred
because the phylogenetic tree in figure 2 was constructed under the assumption
of equal rates of nucleotide substitution for both functional genes and pseudogenes.
Discussion

We have seen that concerted evolution occurs very slowly in the V, genes.
This finding is different from what many immunologists have visualized. They
(e.g., Hood et al. 1975; Honjo 1983) seem to believe that concerted evolution
occurs quite rapidly in the immunoglobulin variable region genes. The main reason
for this belief seems to be that “in portions of the V region that are highly
conserved, coincidental (concerted) evolution is reflected by species-specific residues at certain positions that distinguish most of the immunoglobulin chains of
one species from those of a second” (Hood et al. 1975). However, the existence
of species-specific amino acid residues is not really inconsistent with the slow
rate of concerted evolution. Namely, even if the turnover of genes occurs as
slowly as found here, the existence of species-specific residues can be explained
by the low rate of nucleotide substitution ([l - 71 x 1O-9 per site per year); by
chance alone certain residues are expected to be conserved for a quite long time,
particularly in the presence of gene clusters such as those in figure 2.
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The slow rate of concerted evolution in the gene family is in sharp contrast
to the evolution of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) genes or transfer RNA (tRNA) genes.
Man is known to have about 400 rRNA genes, but the nucleotide sequences of
the coding regions of these genes are virtually identical (Arnheim 1983). Recently,
studying the restriction site sequences of the nontranscribable
spacer (NTS) of
rRNA genes in the human, chimpanzee, gorilla, orangutan, and gibbon, Arnheim
(1983) and his associates discovered that the human genes have a distinct restriction site sequence and this sequence exists in all copies of rRNA genes. This
suggests that this sequence appeared by mutation after the human-ape divergence
and has spread through the entire rRNA gene array. Since the human-ape divergence apparently occurred about 5 MY ago (Wilson et al. 1977), concerted evolution must have occurred quite rapidly in the rRNA genes.
If we use equation (2) and assume t = 5 x 106, the rate of occurrence of
gene duplication can be estimated. In the present case n = s = 400, so that A =
8 x 10-5. This is more than 100 times higher than the value for the V, gene
family. This value could still be an underestimate because the human restriction
site sequence in rRNA genes may have appeared later than the time of humanape divergence. However, this agrees well with another estimate that can be
obtained independently.
Studying the frequency of occurrence of bb mutants
(partial deficiencies of rRNA genes) in Drosophila melanogaster, Frankheim et
al. (1980) estimated that the rate of occurrence of unequal crossing over for the
rRNA gene cluster is 3 x 1O-4 per X chromosome per generation. The X chromosome of D. melanogaster has about 250 copies of rRNA genes (Tartof 1975),
and according to Szostak and Wu’s (1980) study with yeast, a single unequal
crossing-over event affects seven repeats of rRNA genes on average. Therefore,
the rate of occurrence of unequal crossing-over is estimated to be 3 x 1O-4 x
(7/250) = 8 x 1O-6 per gene per generation. If D. melanogaster has 10 generations
in a year in nature, this gives a rate of 8 x lO-5 per gene per year. This happens
to be identical with the above estimate of A.
These computations indicate that concerted evolution occurs much faster in
the rRNA gene family than in the V, gene family. Why is there so much difference
in these two rates? One possible explanation is that the controlling mechanism
of unequal crossing-over or gene conversion is not the same for the two gene
families. Another explanation is that the selection schemes for the two families
are different. As mentioned earlier, diversity is required for immunoglobulins, and
the genetic heterogeneity among the V, genes is one of the important sources of
immunoglobulin diversity. In rRNA genes, however, homogeneity seems to be
advantageous, since all rRNA molecules apparently have the same function. Since
unequal crossing-over and gene conversion both have the effect of reducing the
genetic variability among multigenes, they are apparently used effectively for
maintaining the homogeneity of rRNAs. That is, a copy of an rRNA gene that
deviates from the standard one seems to be disadvantageous
and thus to be
eliminated. In the case of V, genes, however, an individual who has many copies
of the same DNA sequence owing to unequal crossing-over or gene conversion
seems to be at a selective disadvantage and is thus eliminated from the population.
This difference in selection scheme would probably be sufficient to explain the
difference in the rate of concerted evolution between the V, and rRNA gene
families, though some mathematical study is necessary to test this hypothesis
quantitatively. In our view, the latter explanation is more reasonable than the
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former since it requires no special mechanism for controlling the frequency of
unequal crossing-over or gene conversion. If this view is correct, our estimate of
A for V, genes refers to the effective rate of gene duplication that corresponds
to the case of no selection.
It now seems clear that the genome of higher organisms contains many multigene families (see Li [1983] for a recent review). Indeed, most genes seem to
exist in multiple copies in the genome, though the number of copies is not always
large. All of these multigene families apparently undergo concerted evolution, but
the pattern of evolution is expected to vary from gene family to gene family
according to the type of requirement for multiple genes. The evolutionary patterns
of the V, and rRNA gene families are probably the two extremes in terms of the
rate of fixation of duplicate genes. To understand the significance of concerted
evolution for the entire genome, we must study the evolutionary patterns of many
other gene families.
Antibody diversity is produced by various mechanisms such as germ line
mutation, DNA rearrangement,
somatic mutation, and deletion/insertion
(Tonegawa 1983). In the present paper we are concerned only with germ line genes.
However, we note that the genetic variation among the germ line V, genes is very
large, as is clear from table 2. This large genetic variation is translated into antibody
diversity through DNA rearrangement, and this factor alone is very important for
generating antibody diversity. It is interesting to note that the CDRs are particularly variable (hypervariable)
and the rate of nucleotide substitution in these
regions is as high as the pseudogene rate, which is supposed to be equal to the
intrinsic mutation rate at the nucleotide level (table 3). This suggests that there
is virtually no purifying selection operating in the CDRs, and germ line mutations
are effectively used for generating antibody diversity (Nei 1983). This finding is
similar to Ohta’s (1978) earlier observation that the rate of amino acid substitution
at the hypervariable regions (CDRs) is equal to that of fibrinopeptides, the highest
known rate for proteins.
Addendum

After we completed our work, Litman et al. (1983) published the nucleotide
sequence of a V, germ line gene from Cairnan crocodylus, a reptile. This sequence
is relatively closely related to the mouse gene VHSPT15, the 6 value being .35.
This evolutionary distance corresponds to 210 MY if we use the evolutionary time
scale given in figure 2. Since reptiles and mammals diverged about 300 MY ago,
this indicates that our time scale could be erroneous. If we assume that S = .35
corresponds to an evolutionary time of 300 MY, all the mouse and human genes
in figure 2 will become older by about one-third. Therefore, our conclusion that
the concerted evolution of the V, gene family occurs very slowly will remain
unchanged. However, since the number of nucleotide substitutions in a single
gene of about 93 codons is known to be subject to large stochastic errors, it is
not clear whether the results obtained from the mouse-C&nun
divergence are
more reliable than those from the mouse-human divergence. It should also be
noted that there is a possibility of horizontal gene transfer (Busslinger et al. 1982)
in this case. We have therefore decided not to extend our analysis to these new
sequence data at this moment.
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Retention of Cryptic Genes in Microbial Populations1
Wen-Hsiung
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of Texas at Houston

Cryptic genes are silenced genes that can still be reactivated by mutation. Since
they can make no positive contribution
to the fitness of their carriers, it is not
clear why many cryptic genes in microbial populations
have not degenerated
into useless DNA sequences.
Hall et al. (1983) have suggested
that cryptic
genes have persisted because of occasional
strong environmental
selection for
reactivated
genes. The present mathematical
study supports their suggestion.
It shows that a cryptic gene can be retained without huving any selective
advantage over a useless DNA sequence, if selection for the reactivated
gene
occasionally
occurs for a substantially
long time.

Introduction

A cryptic gene is a silenced gene that is a single nucleotide substitution, that
is present at a high frequency in a population, and that can still be reactivated by
mutation, recombination, insertion, deletion, or other genetic mechanisms (Hall
et al. 1983). A nonfunctional gene is defined as a silenced gene that cannot be
reactivated by a single mutational event. A cryptic gene cannot make a positive
contribution to the fitness of its carriers, and it may become nonfunctional by the
pressure of mutation causing further degeneration or deletion. Yet cryptic genes
appear to be widespread in microbial populations (Hall et al. 1983). To explain
this phenomenon, Hall et al. (1983) have proposed a model in which the cryptic
state is advantageous under one set of environmental conditions, whereas the
functional state is favored under another set of environmental conditions. In their
mathematical treatment, however, they have not taken into account the environmental change but have assumed constant fitnesses for all three states. Under this
assumption, the cryptic gene (and its functional allele) can be retained in the
population only if the fitness of the functional allele is higher than those of the
cryptic and nonfunctional alleles, or if the fitness of the cryptic allele is higher
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than that of the nonfunctional allele. Under the former condition, the frequency
of the functional allele would usually be high-a situation contrary to the observation that the frequency is usually very low. The latter condition does not seem
realistic because the only difference between a cryptic and a nonfunctional allele
is that the latter cannot be reactivated by a single mutation. In the following, I
shall remove the assumption of constant fitnesses and show that neither of the
above two conditions is necessary for the retention of cryptic genes in a population.
Mathematical Theory
Absence of Mutation
Hall et al. (1983) used A,, A,, and A, to denote the cryptic, the functional,
and the nonfunctional genes, respectively. It is more natural to denote the functional gene by A, and the cryptic gene by A, because the functional gene was
probably the original allele and because the cryptic state is the intermediate state
between the other two states. Let m,(t), m*(t), and mJt) be the Malthusian fitnesses
of A,, A,, and A, at time t, respectively. The first problem to be understood is
how fast the gene frequencies can change under different environments.
For
simplicity, let us assume that q(t)
= m,(t). Let x(t) be the frequency of A, at
time t and a selective difference s(t) = m,(t) - q(t). It can then be shown that
dx

z

=

s(t)x( 1 -x)

or

(1)
x(t)
In -1 -x(t)

(see Crow and Kimura 1970, pp. 190-192; Nagylaki 1975). As In[x/(l -x)] is an
increasing function of x, x(t) 3 x(0) if the integral is zero or positive, and x(t) <
x(0) if otherwise.
Let us assume that there are two types of environments; in environment 1,
s(t) = s,, and in environment 2, s(t) = -sz. We first consider the increase in x
in environment 1. In this case,
x(0
In -1 -x(t)

ln

x(0)

(2)

~=s=ts

It will be seen from table 1 that, if S, is large, the increase in x is extremely rapid.
Indeed, if S, = 0.1, it takes only 92 generations for x to increase from 0.01 to
0.99. If S, = 0.001, the time required is 100 times longer. This is, however, still
a relatively short period, for the generation time in microorganisms is very short.

Table 1
Number of Generations
from y to 2
s

.I........
.OOl ......
No-w.-Assuming

Required for the Frequency of A, to Increase

y = IO-h, z = .Ol

y = .Ol, z = .99

_v = .99, z = .999999

92.2
9,220

91.9
9,190

92.2
9,220

that

A, has an advantage

of s over

A? and A3.
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In environment 2 the frequency of A, will decrease. If s, = 0.001, it takes only
9,190 generations for x to decrease from 0.99 to 0.01.
When the environment varies with time, we can write t = t, + t,, where tj
is the number of generations the environment is of the ith type. We can then write
equation (1) as
x(t)
In -1 -x(t)

ln

x(0)
= s,t, - S,f,.
1 -x(O)

~

(3)

One simple situation is that the environment varies cyclically. Let T be the period,
and assume that in each cycle T, generations are in environment i so that T = T,
+ T,. If s,T, - s,T, is zero, x will vary cyclically with period T, but if the difference
is positive (negative) x will increase (decrease) with the number of cycles. As an
example, assume s, = 0.1, s, = 0.001, T, = 10, T2 = 990, and T = 1,000. Then
s,T, - s,T, = 0.01, and it will take 919 cycles or 919,000 generations for x to
increase from 0.01 to 0.99.
Presence of Mutation
To understand the retention of cryptic genes in a population, we must also
consider mutation. Let uu be the mutation rate per generation from Ai to Aj. It
can be shown that

2 =h(t)
-

dx2

-

dt

= -

(42

- m*(t)1XIX,

+ [m,(t)

-

~,wlx,x,
(4)

+ 43)x,

b%(t) -

+ u21x2,

m,(t)1

x1x2 + [m,(t)

- m,(Olx,x,
(5)

- h42, + u23k2

+ u,,x,,

dx3
-dt = - Em,(t)- m3WlXIX,
+ u,3x,

-

[m,(t)

- ~3wlx2x3
(6)

+ u23x2,

where x,, x2, and x3 are the frequencies of A,, A,, and A, at time t. In the above
equations, I assumed that reversible mutation cannot occur from A, to A, or A,,
that is, u,, = u,, = 0. Since x, + x2 + x3 = 1, it suffices to consider only two
of the three equations. These equations are equivalent to equation (1) of Hall et
al. (1983), except that I used different notations and Malthusian instead of Wrightian fitnesses.
We are particularly interested in the following question: Can the cryptic allele
be retained without having a selective advantage over the nonfunctional allele?
To answer this question, we assume that m,(t) = m,(t). The second term on the
right-hand side of equations (5) and (6) then disappears. It seems from equation
(6) that, unless m, is on the average larger than m, (m,), x3 will eventually increase
to 1, and A, and A, will be eliminated. It turns out that this condition is not
necessary for the retention of A, and A,. (As mutation can occur between A, and
A,, if one of them is retained, the other is also retained.)
Table 2 shows some numerical examples that were obtained by iteration on
a computer, replacing equations (5) and (6) by difference equations (see Discussion
for the parameter values used). In all examples I assume that the environment
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Table 2
Changes in Gene Frequency
4T + T,

Time

under Selection
5T

9T+

Mutation
T,

1OT

Case
Xl . . . . . . . . . . .

x2 . . . . . . . . . . .
Case
X, . . . . . . . . . . .

x2 . . . . . . . . . . .
Case
x, . . . . . . . . . . .
x2 . . . . . . . . . , .
Case
x, . . . . . . . . . . .
x2 . . . . . . . . . . .
Case
x, . . . . . . . . . . .
x2 . . . . . . . . . . .

1. T, = 200, uIz = u13 = u23 = 1O-5
.99975
3.9 x 10-5
.99975
3.9 x 10-5
.00012
.39243
.00012
.39245
2. TI = 200, ~12 = ~23 = 10-5, u,3 = 10-6
.99986
7.1 x 10-5
.99986
7.1 x 10-S
.00012
.71417
.00012
.71424
3. T, = 200, u12 = uz3 = lo-“, u17 = lo-’
.99743
2.8 x 1O-5
.99997
8.9 x lo-’
.00004
2.9 x 1O-5
.27534
.88680
4. TI = 100, u,2 = ~23 = lo-‘, ~13 = 10m6
5.3 x IO-’
3.0 x lo-”
1.6 x lo-’
9.0 x lo-l2
3.7 x 10-7 3.0 x 10-7
1.1 x 10-7 9.0 x 10-a
5. TI = 150, u,z = ~23 = 10m5, u,3 = 10m6
.OOlll
1.4 x 10-9
.03948
5.2 x lO-8
6.9 x 1O-6 1.4 x lo-’
.00024
.00052

NOTE.-The
environment
is assumed to vary cyclically, with period T =
T, + T2; in each cycle, the first T, generations are in environment
1and the
last T2 generations
in environment
2. In all cases, sl = . I, s2 = .OOl, T2 =
25,000, 4, = IO-‘, and the initial frequencies
are xl = 0, x2 = 10m6, and x3
= .999999.

varies cyclically and that in each cycle the first T, generations are in environment
1 and the last T2 generations are in environment 2. I assume further that, in
environment 1, m, - m2 = s, = 0.1, and, in environment 2, m, - m2 = -s, =
-0.001. Under these assumptions, in each cycle the frequency of A, will be the
highest after the first T, generations, that is, at t = (n - l)T + T,, and the lowest
at the end of the cycle, that is, at t = nT, where n is the number of cycles. In all
cases, T, = 25,000 generations, u,, = lo-‘, and the initial frequencies are X, =
0, X, = 10-6, and x, = 0.999999.
In the first three cases, T, = 200. This T, was chosen because A, can increase
from a very low frequency to a high frequency in 200 generations ifs, = 0.1 (table
1) and because s,r’, - s,T, = -5, so that m, is on the average smaller than m,.
In all of these three cases, A, and A, can be retained. In case 1, the mutation rate
(u,,) from A, to A, is equal to that (u,,) from A, to A,. Therefore, the frequency
(x,) of A, is expected to be lower than that (x,) of A,, for mutation occurs irreversibly from A, to A,. Indeed, x, oscillates between 0.00012 and 0.39, whereas
x, is between 0.00013 and 0.61. In case 2, u,, = lo-” is one order smaller than
=
10-5, and x2 can reach a value as high as 0.71; the maximum value of x, is
u,2
only 0.29. In case 3, u,, = u,, = lo-” and u,, = lo-‘, and x2 can become as large
as 0.89. This value is higher than that in case 2 mainly because the mutation rate
(u,,) from A, to A, in case 3 is one order lower than that in case 2 (lo-” vs. 10-5),
so that the decrease in x2 resulting from irreversible mutation is slower in case 3
than in case 2.
In case 4, T, is only 100, so that A, cannot reach a substantially high frequency
from a very low frequency (table 1). It is seen that x, and x2 decrease with the
number of cycles. Therefore, A, and A, will eventually be eliminated from the
population. In case 5, T, is 150. Since x, and x2 increase with the number of cycles,
A, and A, can be retained in the population.
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The last example suggests that, if T, = 200, A, and A, can be retained even
if T2 is considerably larger than 25,000. Indeed, if T2 = 250,000 and the other
parameter values are the same as those in case 3, X, increases from 0.000001 at
t = 0 to 0.00014 at the end of the second cycle. That is, A, and A, can be retained
in the population. Note that in this case s,T, - s,T, = -230, that is, A, is on the
average much less fit than A, and A,.
The constant-fitness model predicts that A, and A, cannot be retained in any
of the above cases because s,T, - s,T, < 0 in every case. This prediction holds
only for case 4. I shall explain later why the difference occurs between the two
models.
Discussion
The biological rationale for the mutation rates used in the above examples is
as follows. I assumed that the rate (u,,) of mutation from the functional allele (A,)
to the cryptic allele (A,) is at least as high as that (u,,) from the functional allele
to the nonfunctional allele (A,). This assumption seems reasonable because the
former type of mutation would include defects in regulatory sequences, nonsense
mutations, and frameshifts owing to minor insertions or deletions, while the latter
type would be more drastically destructive changes such as large deletions. Limited data suggest that, in bacteria, u,, is of the order of 1O-5 or lower (table 23- 1
in Strickberger [1976]). Thus, the assumption of u,, = 1O-5 or lo-” seems reasonable. I also assumed that back mutation from A, to A, occurs at the rate of
=
lo-‘. Available data suggest that this rate ranges from lO-5 to 1O-8 (Stricku,2
berger [ 19761, table 23- 1; Hall et al. 1983). Obviously a higher rate of back mutation
is more favorable for the retention of A, and A,. In addition, I assumed that the
rate (u,,) of mutation from A, to A, is the same as that (u,,) from A, to A,, reasoning
that most mutations of the former type would be similar to mutations of the latter
type, that is, regulatory defects, nonsense mutations, minor insertions, and minor
deletions. A higher u,, value is obviously less favorable for the retention of A,
and A,. However, unless u23 is actually considerably higher than assumed, the
conclusion drawn from the above examples will still hold.
The rationale for the selection coefficients used is as follows. I assumed that
Sl = 0.1 and s2 = 0.001. In practice, the s, value may be larger than 0.1 because,
as a result of their inability to utilize a resource available to A, individuals, individuals without the functional allele (A,) may grow much more slowly or may
not even be able to survive in environment 1. If s, is indeed larger, the number
of generations required for a substantial increase in X, would be smaller than those
assumed in table 2. Of course, the contrary would be true ifs, were smaller than
0.1. A larger s2 value is less favorable for the retention of A, and A, because in
environment 2 the decrease in X, will become faster. It can, however, be shown
that the retention of A, and A, is not strongly dependent on the magnitude of s,.
For example, ifs, = 0.01 instead of 0.001 and the other parameter values are the
same as those in case 2, A, and A, can still be retained.
In all the above examples, I have assumed that the environment changes
cyclically. This assumption was made to simplify numerical computations. Actually, many general conclusions can be drawn from these examples. First, if X,
or x2 becomes high, then the retention of A, and A, is assured for a long period
of time, say at least one million generations, regardless of how the environment
changes. For instance, in case 2, x2 was high (0.71) at the end of the fifth cycle,
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so that A, and A, will still be retained even if the environment continues to be in
type 2 for one million generations before switching to type 1. Second, if x, becomes
very high before the environment switches to type 2, x2 may increase to a high
value (see cases 2 and 3). Third, A, and A, may persist in low frequencies for a
long period of time without being eliminated from the population (case 5). Fourth,
a long run of environment 1 is more effective for the retention of A, and A, than
many short runs with a total duration equal to that of the long run. This follows
from the observation that A, and A, cannot be retained if T, = 100 and T, =
25,000 (case 4) but can be retained if T, = 200 and T2 = 250,000; the ratios of T,
to TZ for the two cases are 0.004 and 0.0008, respectively. In the extreme case
where T, = 1, A, and A, cannot be retained if T2 3 s,/s,, because the selection
for A, is too ineffective to compensate the effect of irreversible mutation. In this
extreme case, the conditions for the retention of A, and A, are similar to those
required under the constant-fitness model.
In essence, the above examples show that A, can be retained without having
any selective advantage over A,, if selection for A, occasionally occurs for a
substantially long time. The reason for this is quite simple. Although in environment 2 the frequency of A, will decrease fairly rapidly, A, can persist for a long
time because x2 will first increase at a fast rate and then decrease at the rate of
mutation. If the environment switches to type 1 for a substantially long period
before x, becomes extremely small, a substantial increase in x,-and,
consequently, a substantial reduction in x,- will occur. When the environment switches
to type 2, x, will start to increase. In particular, should x, become almost 1, x,
may increase to a high value, as was seen in cases 2 and 3 above. (A similar
argument has been made by Hall et al. [1983], though no mathematical treatment
was given.) By contrast, under the constant-fitness model, if A, is less fit than A,
and A,, and A, and A, are equally fit, then the frequency of A, will always decrease,
eventually to zero, because of selection and irreversible mutation, and the frequency of A, will also eventually decrease to zero because of irreversible mutation.
In conclusion, the constant-fitness model requires more stringent conditions than
actually needed for the retention of cryptic genes.
So far I have not considered the effect of population subdivision. To see this
effect, let us consider a simple example. Suppose that there are two populations
which exchange 10% of their genes in each generation. We assume that the environment varies cyclically with T = 25,200 generations and that in each cycle
population 1 is in environment 2, except for the first 100 generations, and population 2 is in environment 2, except for the second 100 generations. The other
parameter values are the same as those in case 4 in table 2. Numerical computations show that at the end of the fifth cycle x, increases to 0.0002 in both
populations. Thus, in contrast to case 4, the cryptic gene can be retained. This
example indicates that the conditions required for the retention of cryptic genes
are weaker in a subdivided population than in a population without subdivision.
We may conclude from these results that loss of a cryptic gene from a microbial population is an extremely rare event. This conclusion, however, does not
hold if a population goes through a severe bottleneck, a situation that apparently
often occurs at the time of speciation. This might have been the case in Shigella
dysenteriae, which lost the gene for a lactose permease (Eat Y gene) after its
separation from Escherichia coli (Hall et al. 1983). The loss appears to have
occurred rather quickly, because Shigella and Escherichia are close relatives and,
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in fact, are considered by some authors to be one species (Whittam et al. 1983).
The fact that the gene diversity is considerably lower in S. dysenteriae than in
E. coli (Whittam et al. 1983) suggests that the former has gone through at least
one bottleneck. Let us assume that a bottleneck has indeed occurred and see how
quickly the nonfunctional allele can become fixed in the population, assuming
fixation will eventually occur. Let N, be the effective population size and p the
frequency of A, right after the bottleneck. Neglecting the effect of mutation and
the existence of A,, we can treat the problem as the conditional fixation of a
neutral allele in a population. Using formula (14) of Kimura and Ohta (1969), we
can show that the mean conditional fixation time (2,) is between 2.8N, and 4N,,
if p is between .5 and 1/(2N,). If N, is 10,000, i, is less than 40,000 generations,
which is a short period, because the generation time in bacteria is very short.
Therefore, the lac Y gene could have become lost quickly in S. dysenteriae if a
fairly severe bottleneck had indeed occurred after its separation from E. coli.
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